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^ pROleqOMeNON by MARU LivtNQSTON ^ 

MAN, HIMSELF PLANETARY through day and night, would 

from the first have wanted some signs by which to mark the sun s 

course and the wandering stars among the sublime and fixed: so 

in their wake he might make spellbound the ceaseless flux of 

earth-time. Every human pursuit (and which of them is not Time¬ 

telling at heart.’)—fishing, farming, hunting, trade, sacred rite, 

magic, politics, natural science—would at length look skyward to 

the glittering ecliptic "Furrow of Heaven.” Now myths, shards, 

boundary-stones & seals, coins, temple plans, telltale syllables of 

names whisper in witness to the origin of all Old World zodiacs, 

perhaps of most of our constellations, in eldest Mesopotamian 

Akkadia. 
So the heavens described in Hyginus’s poetic source, the Phaimm- 

ena of Aratos, prove to be those, not of the poet's own third cen¬ 

tury BC, but more nearly of the late third millennium BC. By the 

time Assurbanipal codified the Babylonish creation-legend (c. BC 

650), the venerable constellations, so its tablets suggest, num¬ 

bered 36 —the zodiacal twelve and twelve each to the north and 

south: the emblematic exploits of its hero Gilgamesh (which make 

a palimpsest with our Labors of Herakles) are themselves quite 

likely zodiacal. Greek myth otherwise accounts for the star-signs 

only as of vaguest antiquity: now as Chiron’s invention, to help 

Jason steer the Argoi now again as the handiwork of Atlas him¬ 

self, Skybearer. 
Babylonish sacred astronomy filtered slowly westward through 

Assyria, Phoenicia, Ionian Greece. Most distinctly Greek star- 

lore dates to later classical times, when Eudoxos of Knidos, a 

student of Plato, composed Ta Phaiuomenay a treatise in which he 

is supposed (for it is lost) to have fixed 44 constellations. In the 

vogue of star-mythmaking that followed, Aratos rendered the 

Phainomena into verse, and in his version it served as a handbook 
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fr. (Mr Mttd wide (or centuries: Cicero was amon/^ its 

iMim maedMtort, Mod many are rhe commentaries on it still pre- 
•rrrr^ fhmJcMh aJon/f mith the original. 

Hepparrhos. the second-century Alexandrian as*ronomer-mathe 
fMtictaa on roanr other counts honored as the father of modern 

Mmtfiom?* compiled a .star-catalogue, c. BC 150, the marvel of 

•gn foUcrv ing. TT»e Hipparchan star-list is said to have named 

49 constellations; it survives only in Books VII and VIII of Ptol 

♦ mt s MrgaU Syntaxh tes Astronomia (Great Synthesis of Astron 

omr. 12?-l 51 AD), albeit revised, and yoked to Ptolemy’s wildl 

ingenious effons to ’save the Appearances’—to resolve the irre ^ 

»r>N« able discrepancies between Aristotelian cosmological doc 

irine and the real sky, Writing just after Hyginus, Ptolemy canom 
Old fhe '48 ancient constellations’ for the rest of history. 

In Ptolemy's wake European astronomy languished a thousand 

li ars and more, while Arab astronomers refined and conserved 

his scheme. The Sjm/ax/s became A/ Kitab al Mijisti (Greatest f 

IWks). and at length simply the In 1252, at last und^r 
Allooso X, EiSabio. of Leon and Castile, Ptolemaic lore flared un 

•g.in on the continent, heavily Arabicized and supplied with ^ 

*nio the next century. (Raidoir wr. ^ Pointers well 

53?” !XdI “p Pfolery.T 

of -he con«el„l";, ly ^ *"8«vings 

"'fru (1603) «aadai-dued the Dur !t 

reproduced today. But as late as 1^42T*"* 
tocluded the Poeticon in his comn A * von Staveren 

•'--.iout with hue neXSr “^''■o««Phers. 
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HYGINUS himself, in all this? A problematic identity, the 

^ il^only uncertainly ascribed to tbe Antonine author of *e 

better-known FahnUt-a collation of mythic subjects like the 

oresent Book II- and so dated to the outset of the second century 

of our era. He appears to have been broadly but rudely, perhaps 

only imitatively, eersed in Hellenistic learning: he ^ 
TurccTin the Of them all he has wrought a crude digest. 

rationaliaing, synchretizing, dabbling in 

raphy. and etymology, and in some cases 
izinL after the manner of his age. Hts very ignominy may have 

saved his work, in outlying scriptoria, from the heinous arson o 

the central Library at Alexandria, in 415 AD, by religious fanatics. 

Much of the old Graeco-Euphratean star-magic and-science 

clouded the sky, then, with the smoke of its burning. But Hygmus 

we have, with his rough-hewn notions and pictures, a precious 

link in this chain of immemorial lore. 

The reader may take pleasure in referring to: 

Arams. Sky Signs: Aratus' Phaenomena (Stanley Lombardo, transl.). 

Berkeley, California: North Atlantic Books, 1983. 

Hyginus. The Myths OJHyginus (Mary Grant, transl. & ed.). Lawrence: The 

University of Kansas Press, I960. 

Allen, Richard H. Star Names: Their Lore and Meaning. New York: Dover 

Publications, Inc., 1963. 

Brecher, Kenneth, and Michael Feirtag, eds. Astronomy oj the Ancients. 

Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1979. 

Brown, Robert. Researches into the Origin oj the Primitive Constellations of 

the Greeks, Phoenicians and Babylonians (2 vols.). London: Williams and 

Northgate, 1899 & 1900. 

Gleadow, Rupert. The Origin oj the Zodiac. (London: Jonathan Cape Ltd., 

1968. 

Grossinger, Richard. The Night Sky. San Francisco: Sierra Club Books, 

1981. 

Krupp, E. C., ed. In Search oj Ancient Astronomies. New York: Doubleday 

& Co., Inc., 1977. 

Menon, C. P. S. Early Astronomy and Cosmology. London: George Allen & 

Unwin Ltd., 1932. 
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book ONE: pROh€MiUM. Making Account of 

the World and the Sphere, and the Parts of Both. 

Fabius: willing witness that I am to your own literary 

excellence—an artistry refined by long practice— 

not merely in the good measure of your verse, such as 

few have skilled to make, but also in your breadth of 

enquiry, for by such means the world is made known 

to us: but all this is the more readily discerned in your ^ 

writings than my praises. Like yourself, then, desiring 

rather a wise than an easy judge—and all the more ^ 
so if, though I seem both more praaiced and better | 

versed in these matters (as indeed 1 have been preoc- q 
cupied with them more) than some, I should be said ^ 

to have made nothing of my youth, and condemned 

by the uninitiated as an idler—have I addressed my- ^ 

seif to you, just as I have drawn on earlier wisdom: 

hoping not so much to instruct the ignorant, as to take 

counsel with the most sage. 

Behold, then, the configuration of the heavenly 
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tphcrc. fo/fcther with those circles that are described 
in ft.and, since they are of unequal measure, let us 

(<,n$idcr by what ratio they have been apponioned. 
And set out in turn the limits of earth and sea, noting 

w,hat traas lie unpeopled, and with what many and 

good reasons they are fallen so desolate of humanity 
1 urning back to the heavenly sphere, w e have reck- 

I oned forty-two constellations by name; and in each 

^ case recounted its origin, together with the causes of 
its translation into the stars. In the same place it 

seemed useful to trace their forms in outline, and to 

S number the stars that make them up. Nor have we ne- 

gleaed to show, in charting the sevenfold heavenly 

circles, w hich figures thereof describe them, and in 

w hat manner those figures are set out amongst them 

Beside this, in defining the Summer Tropic, we 

have sought to explain w hy it should not be confused 

w ith the Winter Tropic, and what may have misled 

them w'ho have done so. Also we examine what eflfects 

the sun’s course produces in their neighborhood. 
And in due course show in what way we may divide 

the heavens into eight bands; and, in particular, in 

hat position the Aequinoctial Circle should be 

placed; and how the sun eflfects its progress through 

that quaner. In laying out this same circle we note 

ow Aries comes to be called the swiftest <»f star. 

••tcius proper. 
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All these things being set out, we are come to a 
vantage-point from which to consider whether the 

whole World revolves, along with the stars; or wheth¬ 

er, while the wandering stars are borne forward, the 

World stands fixed. And since it appears plausible to 

us as it has to many, we consider every reason for 

thinking it is the World itself that revolves: in conse¬ 

quence of which, why some more swiftly-rising con¬ 

stellations set later, while others slower to rise make 

haste to their setting; and for that matter why those 

signs which rise together do not set at the same time. 

Under the same head we speak of why the upper¬ 

most arcs of the sphere are of unequal measure with 

the lower; and of the various effects that prevent our 

observing certain stars. Next we treat of those bodies 

which appear to rise alongside the twelve signs, and 

of those which seem to set with them. And we go on 

to consider whether the sun revolve in tandem with 

the World, or of itself; and if it move of itself, making 

its ascent against the course of the twelve signs, why 

then it appears to rise and set with the turning World. 

With that we expound somewhat concerning the 

moon’s course, and consider whether it shine by its 

own, or some other, light; the manner in which e- 

clipses of the sun and moon occur; and why the moon, 

taking its way along the same circuit, should appear- 

to outrun the sun — what, then, has deceived those 

who believe that it does. And we take up the propor¬ 

tional intervals between the five wandering stars, 

enquiring whether indeed there be five or seven; and 

whether the five alone wander in their courses, or all of 

them do; and of the five, the precise nature of their 
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fnorion. explain as well by what reason earlier 

cronomers denied that the Zodiac signs revoire at the 
•a/ne rate as the other stars; and why they should hate 

observed the pivoting of the courses most accurateif 
and how others have erred in the same matter. * 

Our concerns being so many and varied, it should 
arouse neither wonder nor alarm that we have w ritteo 

such a quantify of lines. Rather it becomes a seasoned 
reader to regard not the length of the scroll, but the 

throng of its subjeas. So that if I shall seem to dwell 

on my themes at too great length, you must consider 

this not so much the creature of my own eloquence, as 
the burden of the subject itself. Nor, if I should tre^t 

something but briefly, shall you value it less than if you 
had to l>ear with many long words about it. 

Indeed, having laid out the heavenly sphere, we fol- 
low Aratus in all. only making plainer that which in 

him was obscurely expressed; so that you must allow 

w e have taken no small pains in pursuing the subjea in 

hand. For granted that we have availed ourselves of the 
best authors, the better to frame matters more clearly 

and more succinctly than has heretofore been done. 

w e not also be allowed worthy of you learned 
ones praise, which ranks highest among men.’ If we 

lore cati h your attention to the 

weot^, P««®in«nt works, with which 

»‘hichwemav and against 
M u ofthel^ Understand 

con::; - 
es Widi trifles, striving for the good 



opinion of the masses. But enough of what we forego: 

let us come to the matter itself, and lay it out from 

its beginnings: 
First, of the WORLD, by w hich name the sun, moon, 

and earth, and all the stars together are comprised. And 

of the heavenly SPHERE: that form w hich we conceive 

as a great rondure, appearing equal on every hand, and 

upon which the circles we have spoken of are de¬ 

scribed. But of itself neither the ending nor the begin¬ 

ning can be fixed, since any portion of its rondure may 

mark equally a beginning and an endpoint. 
Second, of the CENTRUM, which is that point of 

origin w hence the circumference of the sphere is taken, 

and the position of the earth also clearly established. 

Third, of the DIAMETER which spans the whole of 

the sphere, extending as it were a straight rod from one 

side of the circumference across to the opposite: 

w’hich by many is called the Axis. Its precise endpoints, 

on which the sphere devolves, moreover, are called 

the Poles; and of these that facing into the north wind 

we call Boreus, and its opposite, fronting the south 

wind, Notus. 
Fourth, of the heavenly DEMARCATIONS, certain of 

which, arcing over the sphere, are called the circles. 

And of these they are named parallels which spring 

from and end in the same pole; those devolving on the 

same Centrum as the sphere itself, moreover, are the 

greatest of the circles. 
Now the boundary between what can be observed 

and what lies beyond our sight we call Horizon, but 

this is fixed by no certain ratio, lying sometimes below 

the pole and those circles we call the parallels; some- 
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times resting equidistant at either extreme of sight; or 

vet others^ ise again hounded against the earth, in other 

reaches: so that it is only fixed by wheresoever one 

takes one’s vantage of the heavens. 
^ Fifth, of the POLE: chiefly that which we call Boreus, 

y if being ever in sight overhead; while Notus, for differ- 

Q ent reasons, lies always removed from view. Now the 

natural station of the World, which we speak of as its 

^ physical position, is so fixed w ith respect to the Boreal 

N pole that all the heavens appear to rise on the right 

U hand of it, and to set leftward of it. Indeed the rising 

g heavens are as a speaacle cast up suddenly before our 

eyes, while in setting, for like cause, they vanish as if 

snatched from view. 

Sixth, how over the World’s rondure run five parallel 

bands, from w hich depend all the relations of the heav¬ 

enly sphere —excepting only that which we call the 

Zodiac: it, unlike the other circles, which are strialy 

bounded by diameters, appears more inclined in the 

sky, and so by the Greeks was called AOHO-, meaning 

Crosswise. But the five circles we spoke of earlier are 

meted out thus through the sphere: taking their begin¬ 

ning from the Boreal pole, so called, then dow n along 

to that variously called Notus, or the Antarctic pole. 

Now' each hemisphere is divided into thirty parts, 

in such wise that the whole diameter of the sphere is 

manifest in the sixty partitions thus made. 

From this same Boreal origin, then, having marked 

off six parts on either side, we first draw a circle w'hose 

center is fixed at the pole itself, and this we call the 

Araic Circle, because the images of Arctus Major and 

Minor, w'hich we make out in the shapes of the Greater 
16 



and l.e%$er Beam, appear hounded within it. (These 
constellations are also known as the Septentriones, or 

the Set'tfi Plough^Oxen,) 
Proceeding from this to the five other circles so ap¬ 

portioned, moving outward from the aforesaid center, 

w e draw the circle called OKPINOr TPOrilKOi:, the 

Summer Troffk, for the reason that the sun, w hen it ad¬ 

vances to this circle, brings summer to dwellers in 

northerly reaches; but at the same time winter to those 
(whom we earlier mentioned) fronting the southerly 

gale. And accordingly, because the sun never passes 

beyond it, but forthwith turns back hence in its course, 

it is called TPOIIIKOi;, a turning. 

Taking up now from the circle thus traced, on to the 

four remaining, w^e draw the Aequinoctical Circle, by 

the Greeks called Il'HMEPINOS, or EquaUPartedt 

being that the sun, arriving in this band, makes even 

length of night and day. 

This circle being established, fully half the heavenly 

sphere is laid in view; and in like proportion round the 

contrary pole, Notus — six partitions being made as 

we described roundabout Boreus — a circle is drawn 

w hich we call ANTAPKTIK02, or Antarctic^ since it 

lies opposite that which we circumscribed in the Arctic. 

The sphere being marked off thus, with the pole Notus 

as our centerpoint, five partitions are again made: first 

the XEIMEPINOX TPOIIIKOi:, which we call the 

Winter, and still others the Solstice, Tropic: inasmuch 

as the sun, when advanced to it, brings winter upon us 

that front the north wind, even as to those who make 

their homes under the south wind it brings summer. 

Now the further the sun's remove from dwellers in 
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oonherlv reaches, chc more they arc battered by win. 
ter; and the more summer-stricken are they nearest 

upt^n ^ horn the sun blazes from its station. Thus it ij 

that the Aethiopians must submit to the influences of 

^ both tropics. 
y From this W inter Tropic now to the Aeqiiinoctial 

Q Circle four partitions remain to be made, such that the 
sun appears to take its whole course through the 

^ sphere in eight stages. Now the band of the Zodiac it- 

N self can best be traced — if you will first establish its 

U signs, as we shall shortly do — simply by following 

g along them in order. The starry band which we de- 

scril>e as ’milky’ and which lies athwart the Aequinoc- 

tial Circle must, it follow's, divide that circle in half, 

touching upon it twice:first where Aquila, the Eagle, 

stands; and again in the neighborhood of that star we 
call PixKyon, He who joreruns the Dog Star. 

I'hus, then, are the tw elve signs apportioned: the five 

circles w hich w e have described are so ruled that each 

of them is subdivided into tw'elve segments, between 

w hose endpoints lines are extended, marking off these 

other bands within which the twelve signs are de- 

scril>ed. But by the unitiated it is sometimes asked, why 

all the circles are not marked off in equal segments, 

that is, so that five pans are meted out from the thirty 

of each hemisphere, and circles thus traced of equal 

measure Against this objection we may confidently 

m^e our def^ense: for the sphere being divided, none 

o e circles in either hemisphere can possibly equal 

ano^er. let one approach howsoever near another, 

) oi ^ o one w ill be found the smaller. And on that 
ouni, those w^ho first charted the heavenly sphere, 
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desiring that there might be an equal reckoning among 

all its circles, aimed to show that for any segment in 

fixed proportion, the further one passes from the pole, 

the few er in number must be the parts meted out to its 

aaual measure. That this is so one may understand 

from the very nature of the sphere: the further one 

proceeds from its pole, the more the circuits of it must 

be lengthened; in consequence of which fewer parti¬ 

tions are made per length, in order that they be effect¬ 

ively equivalent. And so even were each hemisphere 

partitioned not into thirty arcs, but rather by any other 

determination you please, still the same rule of pro¬ 

portion w'ould apply as if it had been fixed at thirty. 

Seventh, then, regard the band of the Zodiac, bound¬ 

ed by those three circles we have already described — 

touching, that is, the Summer and Winter Tropics 

each in a certain quarter, but dividing the Aequinoctial 

Circle in half. So it is that the sun, taking its course 

through the Zodiac without ever passing beyond it, 

necessarily appears to compass those signs it consorts 

with, and passes through their course to the circles we 

have described, from which it governs the four seasons. 

For from Aries, the Ram, where it takes up its way, 

it spreads with spring, and continues to do so as it pass- \ 

es through Taurus, the Btdll, and Gemini, the Twins; q 

but now, reaching the heads of the Twins, we see it 

touch the Summer Tropic and so, proceeding through ^ 

Cancer, the Crab, Leo, the Lion^ and Virgo, the Maidetif ^ 

bring to pass summer. But from the furthest reach of 

the Maiden, behold it moving back again toward the 

Aequinoctial Circle; now then, while in Libra, the 

Balance, it effects the equinox, and sets in motion the 
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fiigns of autumn, passing from this sign into Scorpio, 

fhe Scr>rpiofh and Sagittarius, the Archer: pres- 
cntly it advances toward the Winter Tropicj and from 

h (^pricornus, the Sea Ooat, Aquarius, the Water Carrier^ 

and Pisces, the Fhhes, settles winter full upon us. And 

so we see the sun’s course not as following these three 

circles, so much as arriving at them at certain stages in 

its course through the Zodiac. 
Now seeing that w e have made our account of all 

these matters, let us fix the position of the earth, and in 

due course show' how its lands appear to lie inter- 

S spersed all by the sea. So, 

Eighth, of the EARTH. Set in the midmost region of 

the World, and distanced at equal intervals from all 

parts of it, the earth maintains the very Centrum of the 

heavenly sphere. The World’s axis likewise divides 

this middle region along the line of the earth’s own; 

w hile the Ocean, streaming forth from the surround¬ 

ing reaches of the globe, swells near against every end 

of its orb; and on this account men hold that the stars 

themselves sink into its flood. So too may we explain 

how the continents are altogether surrounded by it. 

For any land w hatever lying between the Arctic and 

Summer circles must belong in one of the three conti¬ 

nents: the first Europe, the second Asia, and the third 

Africa. The sea itself divides Europe from Africa, from 

the furthest shores of Ocean and the Pillars of Hercu- 

les, while the mouth of the river Nile, sometimes called 

after its chief city, Canopus, separates Asia from Libya 

and Egypt. And the river Tanais divides Asia from 

ope, marshaling its flood from two courses toward 

at great Lake which we know by the name Maeotis. 
20 



fit thii Bccownt rt t« eaiui? .fren bo'« the sea bars every 

rvadi of the earth. 
Hm wome mar oot think it strange, since we ear- 

her tpf»ke of the sphere’s being partinoned sixtyfold, 
fhtf we ihoaJd now set €Jiff only that part of it lying be¬ 

tween the Sommer Tropic and Arctic Circle as habita¬ 
ble, bear with me in my argument, which is best made 

fhu». the fun, m ben it passes over the middle region 
of the globe, produces so fervid and immoderate a 

heiii through all its locales, that the lands bounded by 
the .Summer and ^ inter Tropics w'ere known to the 

(ireeks as illAKIJK.\TMENH, the Scorcheri Lamis.There 

neither can the parched earth bear its fruits, nor men 

long endure (he excreme heat. The two endmost re¬ 

gions of the globe, moreover — those we call Boreus, 

on the one hand, and Notus on the other— bounded, 

res/Hraively, by the Arctic and Antarctic Circles, lie 

unpeopled because the sun is ever far distant from 

(hem and the winds gust fiercely there. For though the 

sun advance as far as the Summer Tropic, still it will 

seem but distant from the Arctic*s bounds, and that 

this is so may be understood hence; When the sun ap¬ 

proaches that circle we name for Winter, and thence 

brings immoderate cold amongst us who dwell that 

much nearer it, what cold may we imagine in those 

lands that he still funher beyond us ? Inasmuch as what 

holds in this part of the globe we may deem likewise 

to hold in the other, both being subject to the same 

effws. Hence we may understand how the greatest 

cold IS to be met with in that region, and the most genial 

heat Wow the Summer Tropic, where the earth is in- 

hah,ted. And we are witness how they who dwell near- 
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est ihe hounds of the arctic are accustomed to we^ 

brec^chcs and raiment of that sort, while the^ery 
of those who dwell nearest the Summer Tropic 

jj Aethiopians — is charred. 

It follows that to enjoy the most temperate possibi 

climate, one must keep betw een the Arctic Circle and 

Summer Tropic, where such a balance obtains: for 

there the Araic Circle's cold and the heat of the Sum. 

mer Tropic, mixing together, give rise to a middle 

region of such temperateness as to be habitable. As the 

sun withdraws from these lands, of course, and can no 

S longer beat back the rising winds, we are naturally 

enough affliaed with winter. But since it comes within 

the scope of our discussion, let us consider another 

possibility, namely, that lands lying between the Win. 

ter Tropic and the Antarctic Circle might likewise be 

fit for habitation, circumstances there befalling in 

much the same way. No one, indeed, maintains the 

cenainty of this, nor can anyone make his w'ay there 

through the intervening lands, which are torrid and 

desolate. But as we find our own part of the globe so 

habitable, we may suspect that distant one to stand in a 
similar condition. 



1! ^ -« AM cl^>^ f^t\ivt\4c%n tn« 
,r^*^ •^» •l,*;^ rr,h th* whoU •pH.r*. 

^rfh * pet0**u,f* *- o««* th. c«»«*t«lUtion* 

w* •hmll A** 7 7.^," w« Ih-ll fir*« 
(h»( •»•«• <" *•• '^7‘k*’ Orauon- next of the Bear Keeper. 

^ and of him whom we call the 

.„d . ith him YhelyrrwUh the Swan, too; and of 
Knecler; next of me y » i,;-jauehter Andro- 

Cepheus, his wife Cassiopet , j ^ qu, account 
„.da. and Persaua h.a by the 

proceeds to the Charioteer ^ ^ handler, with the 

Greeks); and a ter imt e ^ p^iphin; thence to 
Kagle, the Arrow and the ht galled the 

the Horse, together ‘ tK««« hicure*. we »»> 
TriaoKic. H-vio* . .a— 
on to the iwrhe **«“*• * ^ Vir^o ' 

(^h*.h *. ihv h^ -- 
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- . K »"<* OTricorn; then Aquariu,,^ 

’l^ Jh^sces fills out .hetr number. When > 

7tll >>long with the «arry river Erida„„,, J 
and after them to Orton, w.th the Dog J 

c^n tellation called Proton. Argo follow,, 

Centaur and the Altar, and after them Hydra , * 

Fish which is called, after Notus. the Southern ^ 

Of all these it has seemed not unprofitable to 

rell the tales here: which must serve either to acq^.;; 

the reader with much lore, or at least to deligh^’'^ 

with their pleasantness. ^ 

jVow then, as we promised, we begin with ARc*n.. 

major, the Greater Bear- she, that is, to whoa, H 

siod gives the name Callisto, ofLycaon J* 

ruled in Arcadia. Having been brought up to foUo^ 

the hunt, she at length sought out Diana, and the'" 

goddess took no middling pleasure in one who 

much shared her own nature. Presently, howeve^ 

Jove embraced her in love, the outcome of which ’ 

soon betrayed to Diana; indeed, Callisto couldcoq** 

ceal it no longer as the day of her delivery neared for 

her belly grew' great, and one day as she was refr^^ 

ing her sport-weary limbs in the river, where shewaj 

wont to take her ease, Diana observed that she had 
surely not kept her maidenhood. The goddess dealt 

her punishment according the gravity of her suspi- 

cions, stripping her of her maidenly form and chang. 
ing her into a bear, w hich in Greek is -VPKT02,of 

Arctus: and in that shape she bore her boy-cub, Arcus. 

But as Amphis, the comic writer, tells it,Juppiter,ia 

the likeness of Diana, follow iog the maiden as she 
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m eni mil hunting, came as if to assist her when she 

m a§ awa? from her companions, and there embraced 
her. When askedhy Diana what had befallen her, that 

belly was grown so swollen, Callisto replied that 

It was biana*s own doing, and for this answer Diana 

changed her shape as we have told. Now at any rate 

as she wandered the woods, a wild beast, she was 

caught hv certain Aetolians, and led aw ay with her son 

as a present to Lycaon in Arcadia. By the same ac 

count, unw itting as she was of the law, she betook 

herself into the temple of Lycaean Jove, whither her 

son folJow ed her without delay. So it came about that 

w hen the pursuing Arcadians sought to make an end 

of her, Juppiter, mindful of his wrongdoing, snatched 

her aw ay, together with her son, and placed them 

among the stars: she to be the Bear and her son the 

Bear Keeper, of whom we shall have more to say 

presently. Some indeed have said that when Callisto 

succumbed tojove's embrace, it was Juno who in her 

outrage changed her into a bear; coming upon whom 

as she hunted, Diana slew her. Too late recognized, 

she w as afterward set among the stars. 

Still others say that when Juppiter gave Callisto 
chase through the woods, Juno, jealous of what would 
follow, did all she could to seize him by surprise and } 

expose him. But Jove, never hard put to hide his C 
wrongdoing, forsook Callisto, transformed now in O 

the shape of a bear. Juno, then, finding the bear where N 
a maiden had been, led her before Diana, that the 

divine huntress might slay her. But a regretful Jove, 
when he saw what was done, carried her off and ap¬ 

pointed her, shaped in Beards likeness, to the 
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Tl,.-, constel/ation. as many Jave attested, never,*,. 
-ho would expktn how ,^.s has conteabo,; 

* .hat Tethys, wife of Ocean, w.ll not accep, 

W the rest of the constellations come ,o he. 

for Tethys was Juno s nurse, .n whose pi,** 

r!S»to yielded herself as mistress. Araethus ofTeg« 

however, recorder of these tales, gjves her nam* 

.. allisto. but Megisto; and makes her not Lycaoo',, 

hut Ccteus*s daughter, and Lycaon s S^^^nd-daughtcf 

Besides this he says that Ceteus himself is he that we 

call Engonasin; but in the rest, his account agrees 

with our own foregoing. The whole affair is held to 

have taken place in Arcadia, on Mount Nonacris. 

ARCTUS minor, the Lesser Bear. Aglaosthenes, 

who composed the Naxica, calls this figure Cynosure, 

one ofJove*s nurses, the nymphs of Ida; and says that 

after her name also, in the city called Histoe, founded 

by Nicostratus and his companions, both the pon 

and a great part of the land are named Cynosure. She 

was also numbered among the Curetes, Jove’s minis- 

trants. Some say, for that matter, that the nymphs 

Helice and Cynosure were Jove's nurses, who for 

their service were placed in the heavens; and call 

them the two Bears — w hose stars among us are 

known as the Seven Plough-Oxen. 

But many compare the Greater Bear to a wain, and 

so the Greeks called it, *AM-\3!A, for which name the 

following tale comes down to us: Those who at the 

first observed the constellations and reckoned the 

numbers of stars in their bodily images, named it, not 

the Bear, but the Wain, because of its seven stars two 

appear equal, right alongside each other, and these 
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.,Un«s nf a wain. And the 

, UK, tarn «> o«»e the ,.gn "«««’* 
mhoin we tb^U tell further. Aratus, indeed, p 

JSii-f "O' "" r“°""';,J“. 
.b. ‘PP"" 'O ' T ’,fc"Sxh„d 

„,.„d d. H' •« ““Tch’i jpp- .o™“" may he «id to drive it; in which he appears 
no middimg error. For according to ar > 
there are twenty-five stars, beyond these s > 

have lH*en assigned by various astronomers to the 
image of the Bear; these seven alone do not comp ete 

it. V>, at any rate, he who had been called the Oxher , 

follovi ing along before the wain, came to be called 

the Bear Keeper, just as in the days of Homer the 

other had been called the Bear. For of the Seven 
F’lough-Oxen Homer says, 'they are alike called by 

name, the Bear or the Wain’— but of the Oxherd s 

being called the Bear Keeper he nowhere bethinks 

himself to make mention. 
Now many have gone astray in accounting for the 

Lesser Bear’s other name, the Phoenician: for they 

who observe her are known to steer neater and truer 

than others. Why then, you may ask, if she be more 

trustw'orthy than the Greater Bear, do not all men 

heed her Instead they seem quite unwitting of why 

she comes to be called the Phoenician. Thales of 

Miletus, indeed, who was most careful in his enqui¬ 

ries into these matters, and who first called her the 

Bear, was Phoenician by birth, according to Herodo¬ 

tus. Therefore all who dwell in the Peloponnesus 

make use of the first of the Bears; while the Phoeni- 
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to their own countryman's 
cll; and the more carefu||y,i jSvd S"ooe well; and the more carefully 

^■ed her. the truer to course they steered thei” 
hios hy common witness. Rightly then, do they„» 

hiJ ITe Phoenician, after the race of him ,ha, j-J*® 

Serpens, or DRACO, the Dragon, sprawling i„ ^ 

. here it winds in between the two Bears, is saij 

guard the golden apples of the Hesperides: havio, 

been slain by Hercules and placed among the star, i! 
aii* -V - O dial 

because it was she who had sent Hercules 

bis quest after them. It was wont, by this account m 
fhp crardens of Tuno: • . ’ atch over the gardens of Juno; Pherecydes, indeed 

says that whenjuppiter took Juno to wife, Earth cani(. -- ^ * - -y m 

bearing boughs of golden apples, which Juno, ad 

miring, besought Earth to set in her gardens far offoo 

Mount Atlas. And as Atlas’s daughters frequented 

there gathering apples from the trees, Juno is said lo 

have set this guardian there. The sure sign of whicb 

will be the image of Hercules that is to be seenabote 

the dragon, as Eratosthenes points out; and on thi, 

account especially, anyone may conceive how it i, 
properly called the Dragon. 

Some have even said that this dragon was set to op 

pose Minerva by the giants, when she assailed them; 

whereupon Minerva seized up and cast the writhinj 

dragon to the stars, and hxed it to the very axis of the 

heavens. To this day it appears thus entwined by its 

coils, as if but lately borne aloft to the stars. 

^^ARCTOPH YLAX, the Bear Keeper, givinghiiD 

the name of Areas, son of Callisto and Jove, they tdl 

how, whenjuppiter came as a guest, Lycaon cut die 
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lad up in pieces with the other viands, to serve at the 
banquet, seeking to know if it were a god indeed who 
thus tried his hospitality. And for his deed no mean 

punishment was visited upon him: for at oncejuppiter, 
overturning the table, consumed the house with his 

thunderbolt, and transformed Lycaon himself into a 
wolf. But the limbs of the boy he regathered and re¬ 

joined, giving him to a certain Aetolian man to rear. 
And when Areas had grown to young manhood, and 

was hunting in the forest, he came unwittingly upon 
his mother, now changed into the shape of a bear. 

He gave chase, thinking to slay her, even into the 
temple of Lycaean Jove, wherein whosoever should 

venture must, by Arcadian law, be put to death. And 
so since both must now be destroyed, Jove, taking 

pity on them, caught them up and set them among the 
stars, as we have recounted. Accordingly he is to be 

seen following the Bear, and as he watches over Arc- 
tus he is called Arctophylax. 

Some have called him Icarus, father of Erigone, to 
whom, for his adjudged uprightness and piety. Father 
Liber bequeathed the gift of wine — both the vine 

and the clustering grape—that he might show men the 
manner of tending it and how that which is produced 

of it ought to be used. And when he had set out his 
vines and, most carefully plying his pruning-hook, 

had brought them to flourish, a he-goat, it is said, 
broke into his vineyard. Finding out all the tenderest 

leaves, he cropped them: upon which Icarus, galled 
at heart, took and slew him, and from his hide fash¬ 

ioned a bag. Filling it with air, he bound it and flung 
it into the midst of his companions, whom he ga- 
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.hered abo«. ro dance, capering, round it; ^ 

hk.’. TPAPON 

' W they first set foot the 

Others say that Icarus, when he received the gi£ 

,,„e from Father Liber, stra.ghtway loaded fu/^f 

skins onto his oxcart, and for this reason is ca,, 

Bootes. theOxherd. And as he traveled round the a! 

countryside, he d.splayed h.s wares to the herds«^ 

SOttJ€ of I . I f .’II • ^ av^ay 
„.,th the new kind of draught, till, waxing everm., 

stupefied, they slept: sinking here and there by4. 
wayside, their limbs asprawl as if they lay half-jj-j 

uttering things other than seemly. To the rest of th ’ 
herdsmen it appeared that Icarus had given thei' 

comrades poison, in order to make off to his ow'n 

country with their herds; so they killed Icarus aid 
cast him down a well — others point out a certain ” 

beside which they are said to have buried him.Th'^** 

who had lain asleep, meanw hile, awakened. decW** 

ing that toil had neter brought them such sweet re 

and asked for Icarus, that they might reward himf 

his kindness. His killers, pricked by their inmor 

conscience, straightway gave themselves up tofligk 

and so came to the isle of Ceans, by whom they were 

taken in as guest-friends, and there made their home 

But w hen trigone. Icarus’s daughter, saw that he 

had not returned and w as compelled by longing forhet 

father to set out foUow tag him, Icarus’s dog, whose 

name was Maera. rentmed home howling, as if to 

mourn her master’s death 1 o trigone this gave byno 

means the least testimony to her fell suspicions;fof, 
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he had been absent now so p,,meot 

together.The dog, now ta body: no sooner 
in her teeth, led her to her father s 

did she behold which than, K''^' * be aban- 
overcome by her loneliness and ^ and 

doned herself to her misery wit m ’ buried, 
from the same tree below which her f«her lay bur 

hanged herself and died; and the dog by her o 

"Zh i. .piri. K., n.i,S»™ 
have said that she threw herself into the well, wh ch 

was named Anigrus: for which reason, « « 
comes down to us, no man afterward would drink 

from that well. But Juppiter, taking pity on their fate, 
shaped them bodily again in the stars. And so many 
have called Bootes, Icarus, and Virgo (of whom we 

shall shortly speak), Erigone. The dog, as she figures 
in the tale, they have called Canicula; but the Greeks, 

because it rises before the Greater Dog, call it Pro- 
cyon.Others say it was Father Liber who transfigured 

them among the stars. 
Meantime throughout the Athenian countryside 

maidens fell to taking their own lives by hanging, one 
after another, without cause;for the dying Erigone had 

prayed that the daughters of Athens should be visited 

with just such a death as she was bound to suffer, un¬ 

less they would pursue and avenge the death of 

Icarus. And when it so befell as we have said, Apollo, 

at their entreaty, instructed the Athenians that if they 

wished to be freed from this doom they must make 

satisfaction to Erigone. And since she had hanged 
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t( »hev decreed the practice of danglin.,, 

,cTve* fr"*" .‘’“"8 
SO that be Je wind. This is the sacrifice they solemnly ordaij 
Id so they do both in private and in public, ca),"^ 
i, ,he Aletidas after her who, estranged and alo^"* 
with only her dog for companion, went out i„ ’ 

of her father, like a beggar: for the Greeks call 

A\HTIAA2. 

‘ It followed afterward that Canicula arose scorch 
ing over the Cean countryside, bereaving the field, 
their fruits, and wreaking sickness among them ' 

measure for the pains of Icarus, because they had 

coined the brigands. Their king, Aristaeus, sonof 
Apollo and Cyrene and father of Actaeon, b’esoul 

his father to know w hat he should do to free h" ' 
country of its calamity: the god bade him atooeL 

Icarus’s death with many sacrificial victims, and ^ 
treat Jove that, at the season of Canicula’s risineh 

should send forty days’ wind to ease its heat; whidi 

command Aristaeus follow ed in full, and so obtained 

from Jove the winds that blow every year throughout 

the Dog Days. Some have called these the Etesian 

winds, because they rise every year just at this season 

-ETOr in Greek meaning ’year.’ Still others bate 

called them Etesian because they were so earnestli 

desired of Jove that he granted them. But let us leave 

this unresolved, lest w e be thought to have fore* L 
Stalled all. • 

To refuTQ, tbeii» to the matter at haad: Heroiippiu, 

who A^Tote of the consvieliaiioas, tells how Ceres Ity 

w iih laision, soo o( Xhu.sciis; for which Homer, 
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,mong many, says that he was struck by ‘he thunder¬ 

bolt. From their union, according to Pete i es 

Knossos. recorder of these tales, two sons were born, 

Philomelus and Plutus, who (so they say) were never 

at peace with each other: for Plutus. who was far the 
wValthierofthetwo.gave his brother nothing of all 

his wealth; so that Philomelus, compelled hy 
need, bought two oxen of his brother with what little 

he had, and himself devised the first oxcart. By this 

means, ploughing and husbanding his fields, he ted 

himself. His mother, marvelling at his ingenuity, set 

him still at his ploughing among the stars, and calle 

him the Oxherd. Of him, as they tell, Parias, the Pro¬ 

ducer, was born, who gave the Parians and the town 

of Parion his own name. 
CORONA, the Croum. It is held that this is Ariad¬ 

ne's crow n, set among the stars by Father Liber.When 

Ariadne was wed to Liber on the isle of Dia, as the 

story goes, she received this crown first among all the 

presents the gods made her, as a gift from Venus and 

the Hours. But the author of the Cretka says that it 

was when Liber came to Minos, meaning to lie with 

Ariadne, that he gave her this crown in gift; and she 

was so delighted with it that she did not refuse his 

rondition. It is even said that Vulcan wrought it, of 

gold and gems of India; by whose lustre Theseus is 

leld to have made his way out of the labyrinth's gloom 

to the daylight, for the gold and the gems glittered 

*ven in the darkness. 

They who composed the Argolica, however, make 

his account of it: When Liber was allow'ed by his 

father to lead Semele, his mother, back from the Uo- 
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A^orld, seeking the way down to those reju 
to Argolis. and there in his way „,et whh^Jj' 

man by .he name of »yP"«»'Pnus - a n,a„ 

of that Age-who would show h.m the path^,^ 

„ugh.. But Hypnohpnus, gazing on him ^ 

hoy in years, ye. surpassing all others in the 

, beautyofhis body-asked ofh.m in fee wha.^' 
jciven without any loss to him. Liber,now U 

only for his mother, swore that should he |Jad?“* 

forth again, he would do as the man desired-, [ 

wise as a god might swear to a shameless man P 

hich Hypnolipnus showed him the way befo 

when Liber came to the place and made read 

go down, he left there the crown which he had^'* 

ceived from Venus; whence the place is called 

AN02 the Crown. For he feared to carry it with v 

lest the immortal gift should be defiled by th 

of the dead. When he led forth his mother a 

harmed, then, the tale goes, he set the crown 

the stars, that it might forever evoke the 
her name. ' ^ 

Others call this the crown of Theseus, which at 
cordingly is set next him-for the starry figure k„n’„ 

as Engonaisn (of whom we shall ha ve more to sat) < 
they deem to be Theseus. As they tell it.whenThe/i 
was come to Minos in Crete, along with the seven 

maidens and six other youth, Minos was so takenwid, 

e airness of one of the maidens, named Eriboea, 
at he lusted after her. But Theseus would not brook 

IS desire, speaking as the son of Neptune and one 
most worthy to take issue w ith a prince, on the maid* 
on s e alf. Then the dispute turned no longer oo 
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the maiden, but on the lineage of Theseus, an 

whether or no he was indeed Neptune’s son. Mmos, 

as they tell, slid a golden ring off his finger and cast 

it into the sea; and be charged Theseus to fetch it 

back, if he wished Minos to believe him the son of 

Neptune: as for himself, he was ready to show that he 

was begotten of Jove. And so Theseus, in supplica- 

tion to his father, asked some satisfactory sign of is 

being born of the god: and at once thunder and light¬ 

ning gave token of assent through the skies. Then, 

with like resolve, Theseus cast himself into the sea, 

w ithout any prayer or ceremony towards his father; 

w hereupon a great school of dolphins at once came 

rolling their way upon the swell roundabout him, and 

led him through the gentled waves to the Nereids. 

From them he bore back not only Minos’s ring, but a 

crow n from Thetis, sparkling with many gems, which 

she had received from Venus as a wedding-gift. But 

others say that he received the crown from Neptune’s 

w ife, and that Theseus gave it in gift to Ariadne when 

she was betrothed to him in reward of his manliness 

and great spiritedness; and that after Ariadne’s death 

Liber set it among the stars. 

ENGONASIN,the Kneeler, Eratosthenes calls him 

Hercules, poised above the Dragon (whose tale we | 

have already told); and says that he stands ready there C 

to do battle with it, with the lion’s pelt in his left hand O 

and his right holding the cudgel. For he aims to slay N 
this dragon-watchman of the Hesperides, which was 

thought never to close its eyes in sleep ~ all the more 

proof of its being set there as a guard. Panyasis, in his 

Heraclea, says of this constellation that Juppiter so 
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.IJcdwihciV struggle that he raised itups^ 

A, «ars And truly here the dragon rears up 
Hercules rests on his right •‘nee. stri»i^ 
_ek« rieht side of its head 
Hercules . -.*vnee, striyi^ 

V,M dos. O the right side of its head with hi, * 

b« right hand upraised, as if to smite, while hi, r 
bolds out the lion’s pelt - altogether as if 

moral struggle- Although Arams denies that »Z^ 
nn prove who he may be, nonetheless we mayi^ 

,o showat least that some of our account is pl,^ 

Arams, as we have earlier said, says that this i, f 

teus,Lycaon’s son and Megisto’s father, who apn^ 

lamenring his daughter’s transformation into ^ 

shape; sunk on his knee, and with his outspread palm, 
raised heavenward, as if beseeching the gods 

store her. Hegesianax, however, says that this is TV 

seus, who appears lifting up the stone atTroeten t«. 

low which it was thought that Aegeus had placid, 

pair of shoes and a sword, warning Aethra.Thesem' 
mother, not to send the boy to Athens until by his 

own manhood he could lift the stone and return to 

Athens with his father’s sword. So we see him here 

straining to raise the stone as high as he can. Folio*, 

ing this account, moreover, some have said that the 

Lyre, which is set next this constellation, isTheseus’i. 

being that he was versed in every art, and would sure j 
ly have mastered the lyre, too. And so Anacreon 

seems to attest — I 

ArXOT A'AIFEIAEQ 0H2EO2 E2TI ATPH— 1 
and near Theseus, Aegeus's son, there is a Lyre. * 

Others say that he is Thamyris, blinded by the 

uses, and sunk to his knees in supplication;still _ 

others, Orpheus, who was slaughtered by the Thn- I 
36 I 
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dan women when he witnessed 
Liber. But Aeschylus, in his drama nPOMHebTS 

ATOMENOS, Prometheus ^ JJt with 

■'k r'''atrrhVs^Mhat when He" 

Ligurian territory, and they m turn ‘f ® ‘^ 
catti from him; he lay to with his own hands. 
killed many besides with his arrows. But w 

;S. b./gl..n H.™.!.. Wl » W k"«“. «“'• 
wearied by the hordes of the barbarians and his own 

want of arms, and having taken many wounds al¬ 
ready. But Jove, pitying his son, took care that t ere 

should be stones in great plenty round him, witn 
which Hercules defended himself till the enemy took 
to flight. And thus Jove portrayed them, embattled. 

in the stars. 
Some withal have called this constellation Ixion, 

bound by his arms, who ventured his strength against 

Juno; and others, Prometheus, bound upon Mount 

Caucasus. 
LYRA, the Lyre, was set among the stars, accord¬ 

ing to Eratosthenes, for this reason; It was first fash¬ 

ioned from a tortoise-shell by Mercury, then handed 

down to Orpheus, son of Calliope and Oeagrus, who 

made its study his chief devotion. It is held that even 

wild beasts were enticed by his art to stop and listen; 

and that, seeking for his dead wife, Eurydice, he went 

down to the Underworld, where he sang the praises 

of the children of the gods — all but Father Liber; him 

be overlooked in a fit of forgetfulness, as Oeneus had 

Diana, when he made his sacrifices. And so afterward. 
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.told how as Orpheus pleasured himself ^ 

^ nany have said if was on Mount Olympus, 

d^des Macedon from 1 hrace; but Fratosthene, ' 
Pangaeum-L.her roused hjs Bacchantesagaj 

him. ro tear him hmb from limb. But others sat „ 
because Orpheus had witnessed their BaccL 

rues that this fate befell him. The Muses, in any ca,, 
ttihered up his limbs and gave them burial; and aT 
-greatest boon in their power, they set the in,, 

at his lyre amid the stars as memorial, with Apollof 

•nd Jove’s blessing. For Orpheus had praised ApoU,, 

most of all the gods, and as for Juppiter, he granted " 
this favor to his daughter. 

Others tell how, when he first wrought the lyre on 
Mount Cyllene in Arcadia, Mercury set seven strings 

to It after the number of the Atlantides, because Maij 
vi zs of their number, who was Mercury’s mother. 

Afterward when he drove away Apollo’s cattle, and 

was caught by him. Mercury granted Apollo’s request 

and allowed him the honor of having invented the 

lyre, that he might more readily pardon him; and in 

return he received a kind of staff. Passing along 

through Arcadia, holding this staff in his hand, he 

spied two serpents locked in struggle between them, 

selves, their bodies all intertwined, the one grappling 

the other. He threw his staff down between themoof' 

them and, lo, they left off fighting; and so he said of 

the staff that it was appointed to make peace. Some, 

accordingly, fashion the herald’s staff, the caduceus, 

thus, with two serpents twined about it, because it 

seemed to Mercury to have brought peace. On his 

example, too, in athletic contests and events of 
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chat kind, they customarily carry a staff. 
But to return to our subject, Apollo, having ac- 

cepted .he lyre, as h is told, taught Orpheus to play .t, 

and afters* ard when he invented the cithara, yielde 

up the lyre. Some indeed say that Venus came once, 
with Proserpina, seeking Jove’s judgment, to w ic 

of them he would grant Adonis. Jove appointed the 

Muse Calliope their judge, Orpheus’s mother; and 

she pronounced that each of them should possess im 

for half the year. Venus, incensed to find herself 

slighted in what she thought rightfully hers, inspired 

all the women of Thrace, love-crazed, to fall each for 

herself upon Orpheus, till they had torn him limb 

from limb. His head, borne down from the moun¬ 

tains to the sea, was cast up by the waves on the isle 

of Lesbos, whose people took it up and buried it: in 

reward for their good deed they are renowned still 

for their surpassing prowess in the musical arts. But 

his lyre, as we have said, was set among the stars by 

the Muses. Some say that Orpheus was bound to have 

outraged women by first teaching boyish love, and it 

was for this that he died by their hands. 

OLOR. The Greeks call this constellation Cygnus, 

the Swan; but others to whom its tale was unknown 

have called it by the general term for bird, OPNIl'. 

This is the story behind it, as it has been passed down 

in memory. When Juppiter, all lovestruck, first turn¬ 

ed his attentions to Nemesis, but could not win her 

over to lie with him, he relieved himself in his love 

by this scheme. He bade Venus chase after him, in 

the likeness of an eagle, while himself, changed to 

a swan, took refuge with Nemesis as if fleeing the eagle. 
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^ hrou/!h< forth an egg. Mercury carried it off and 

0 hroughi it down to Sparta, where he dropped i, i„, 

N ,he lap ofLeda where she sat. From it Helen was bor" 

surpassing all women for beauty of figure; whom 

U'da called her ow n daughter. Others, however, ha» 

said that Jove lay with Leda herself when he took on 

the swan*s form; we shall leave the matter unresolved 

CEPHEUS. Euripides, among others, has poimej 

him out as the son of Phoenix, king of Aetheopia and 

father of Andromeda, whom all the best-known his- 

tories describe being exposed to the sea-serpent; and 

how, then, having delivered her from her peril, Per. 

seus led her away as his wife. And so they on high 

numbered Cepheus, too, among the stars, that all dm 

family might stand there forever. 

CASSIOPEIA. Euripides and Sophocles, and manv 
another, too, speak of her, who boasted that she out- 

did the Nereids in shapeliness. For this vaunt she was 

set amid the stars seated as it w ere in a pod; for, as the 

heavens turn, she is to be seen borne along prone on 

her back, in keeping with her impiety. 

ANDROMEDA is said to hold her place among the 
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.akes her name for >« tn e. amongst the stars 
PERSEUS is said to h of the 

Rv virtueof his own nobility, s^nt 

untoward nature of the union he 

ou. by ”,om Mercury, who is held to 

have loved h"" ^ which, when he 

‘the Ss cUSthe helmet AU02. ( «■ 

rn:t.t?;:?:aveignoram^^^ 

he wore the helmet of Hades h>n>«'^- J “ 

learned person could well accept, t is to 

.to, from V«l«.,» “‘ 
mant, with which he slew the Gorgon 

But as Aeschylus the tragedian says, in b« f'^r- 

ciM the Graeae were the Gorgons’ guardians (ol 

whom we have written in the first book of our Ctn**" 

logiae). They are thought to have had the use of but 
one eye amongst them, and to have kept watch, tfaus, 

each by turns taking up the eye. Perseus snatched it 
away when one of them was handing it to the next, 

and cast it into Lake Tritonis; the guardians bcto^ 
blinded, he readily smote theGorgon as she lay hcftvy 
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with sleep- Her head Minerva is said to wear now 

upon her breast; Euhemerus goes so far as to savL** 
the Gorgon was slain by Minerva; but of this we .K 
have more to say at another time. *">11 

HENIOCHUS, the Charioteer, whom in Lati 

call Auriga, is one Erichthonius by name, accord?* 

to Eratosthenes. When Juppiter beheld him firs, * 

among mankind to yoke horses to the chariot in 

-STfour, he marvelled that the ingenuity of a man™* 

should approach that of the Sun-god, who first amo 

the gods used the four-horse chariot. Erichthoni 

not only introduced the team of four, as we have 'j'**j 

but also founded the sacrifices of Minerva, and h*'”’ 

temple on the heights of Athens. Of his linage 

ripides recounts that Vulcan, smitten by the bea 

of Minerva’s body, besought her to marry him, buT 

no avail. Minerva indeed sought to hide herself in ™ 
place which, because of Vulcan's •o»eforher,iscaliL 

Hephaestius. Pursuing her there, they say, Vulcan 

offered her violence, and w hen he approached, full of 

passion, to embrace her, she repulsed him, and he 

spilled his pleasure instead upon the earth: where¬ 

upon Minerva, beside herself w ith shame, cast the 

dust over it with her foot. Hence, in due course, spraoe 

the serpent Erichthonius, w ho takes his name both 

from the earth and from their struggle. Minerva, it is 

told, concealed him m a linle chest, as if in keeping 

fortheMysierv-rites: which she brought to the daugh¬ 

ters of Erechtheus, and gave it them for safekeeping, 

forbidding them to open the cofferlet. But as man is 

impatient by nature, and the oftener forbidden, the 

more he longs to do, so the maideiu opened up their 
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which than they hurled ^ , took 

‘'"StrXtcver. have made no more of it than to 

say that trichthonius had ^ 'f* pana,heM^ 
the prime of his youth he founded t e 

Games in Minerva’s honor, 

four-horse team; for these * ‘ ho 
say, he was placed among the stars. Some bes.de, who 

have written of the constellations, have named hi 

Orsilochus, an Argive by birth, who * e 
first to use a four-horse chariot, and holds his place 

in the stars for that reason. Still others identify Auriga 
as the son begotten of Clytie by Mercury, whose name 

was Myrtilus, charioteer of Oenomus; and upon his 

death, they hold —the tale of which all men know — 

his father placed his body in the heavens. 
A goat appears standing on his left shoulder, and 

in his right hand the shapes of two kids, of whom 

some tell this tale. There was a certain Olenus, a son 

of V^ulcan, to whom were born the nymphs Aex and 

Helice,who becamejove's nurses. Indeed some have 

said that there are cities named after them — Olenus, 

in Aulis; Helice, in the Peloponessus; and Aex in 

Haemonia — of which Homer speaks in the second 

book of his Iliad. Parmeniscus, on the other hand, 

says that Melisseus was once king in Crete, to whose 

daughter Jove was brought to be nursed. But finding 

herself without milk, she put him to a goat, Amalthea 

by name, who is said to have reared him thenceforth. 
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She. now, was wont to bear twin kids, and so sh. k 

just done when Juppiter was brought her to nu 
So, then, for the kindness of the mother, the kids’*' 
were set among the stars. Cleostratus of Tened ’ 

^ said first to have marked them amid the stars. ” 
I ® Musaeus, however, says that Jove was nufsgj i 
I^TjjcBiis and Almathea, a nymph, to whom Jove’ ^ 

mother Ops had entrusted him, as men say. Buttk" 
Amalthea kept a certain pet goat, which is said t^ ’ 
have nursed Jove. Some have even called Aex th* 

daughter of Sol, surpassingly fair of body, but ahl 
that most horrible of visage, quite belying that b '* 

ty. The Titans themselves stood in terror of her 
begged the Earth to cover her over bodily, as th*” i 

goes; and so Earth hid her away in a cave on th 'V 
of Crete. Yet afterward she became Jovp’c ^ ^ 

we have seen her accounted to be. Now when I 

piter, trusting to his youth, readied his war agabit 

the Titans, it was prophesied him that if he wished t 
prevail he should wage the war shielded by the hid 

of .wr02, that is, a/gos, a goat - and by the Gorgon's 

head, which the Greeks called the Aegis. Having go 

these, as instructed, Juppiter overcame the Titans 
and gained his throne. Thereupon enclosing the 

honey remains ofthe goat, or .411-02, in the goat-skin, 
„ ,,fe, co™„i„,d i„ i„,g, 

u“"” bis Shield in victory. 

embr^r*'^^k*’i Aex, Pan’s wife, who, being 

husha her 
love k Aegipan. 
Jove, who himself was called Aegiochus, the Aegl 
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hearer, so delighted in his son that for his memor/s 

sake he set the figure of the goat among the stars. 
OPHIUCi;S,who by our writers is called theS//a^e- 

haful/er, is placed above Scorpio, holding in his 

hands a serpent which coils round his body at the 

waist. Many have called him Carnabon, who was king 

of the Getae in Thrace, and came to power just at the 

time when (as they reckon) the seeds of the earth’s 

fruits were first given into mortal hands. For when 

Ceres was lavishing her bounties upon mankind, she 

bade Triptolemus, w'hose nurse she herself had been 

— and who, ensconced in a dragon-drawn chariot, is 

said first to have availed himself of the wheel, so as not 

to lag in his course—to go round through all nations, 

sharing out her seeds; by means of which themselves 

and their descendents might more easily raise them¬ 

selves up from lives of savage fare. When he came to 

this man, whom we have said was king of the Getae, 

he was at first received hospitably; but presently, they 

treacherously seized him, not as one who had come 

in innocence and goodwill, but rather like some piti¬ 

less foe; and so he who was prepared to prolong the 

lives of others nearly lost his own. For at Carnabon’s 

command one of the dragons was slain, so that Trip¬ 

tolemus, once he became aware of the treachery 

awaiting him, might not hope to save himself in the 

chariot that had been provided him. It is told how 

Ceres came to him then, and seizing his chariot, re¬ 

stored it to him, supplying the place of the lost dragon 

with another; and for his wicked plot wreaked no 

mean punishment upon the king. For, as Hegesianax 

says, Ceres shaped Carnabon in the stars as a remind- 
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„ ,o men. grasping the dragon in his hand, a, if. 
k.l/as for himself, he hv^d so bitterly ,ha, ^ 

happily at last did he seek his own death. 
^hers make him out to be Hercules, beside .k 

river Sagaris, in Lydia, slaying the serpent which h!a 
gone rampaging along the banks, killing many„ 

Toying the crops. For his deed Omphaij 
.signed there, sent him back to Argos lad 

with gifts, while Jove, for his daring, placed him" 
among tbc swfs. 

Some, moreover, have callecJ him Triopas, Itijj 

0 Thessaly, who tore dow n the temple of Ceres estal^ 

N iished by his ancient forebears in order to get roofi 

for his ow n house. By this account, Ceres brought 

such hunger upon him for the deed that he could 

never after be sated with any amount of her fruits 

Lattermost, then, toward the end of his days, a ser 

pent was sent to visit him with many ills; so at lasth 

w on death, and by the w ill of Ceres was placed amoni? 

the stars. There he appears still, entangled by the set- 
pent, which eternally wracks him with his painful 
deserts. 

Polyzelus Rhodius, however, asserts that he is one 

Phorbas by name, who was esteemed so great a help, 

meet to the Rhodians. For their isle was invaded bv 

such hordes of serpents that its citizens called itOphi- 

ussa; among which bestial horde there was a dragon 

o monstrous size, who had killed many of them; so 

that the countryside came at length to lie waste and 

eserted. Then Phorbas, son of Triopas by HisciUa, 

fh * k f*orn to Myrmidon, was cast ashore 
y a storm, and slew this dragon, along w ith all 
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dHibt t. in bop* *'*^’I’|^eir cin*«n»- a* 'f'** * 
„„nfulnes5 might his future fame, 

hv - hich Phorbas un^ t mg ^ 

chanced co be raised alo ^ him to be Aescu- 
Many asironomers for Apol 

Up.us.«hom.|upP«e ^ men. he 

,„•. ,ahe. l or when Aescu P j,*. 
„,(ar excelled all others ^g„.s sickness, 

saushed w ith *>« dead to life. So at last, it is 

but muse even , „s, who had been killed 

.hrough his stepmother s , have 

Inin, I t"“*xrc:>“ to, a ».. M 

a^ain. For this, as tor a sin, j father 
W ith a thunderbolt; yet for his art, an j. 

Apollo’s sake, he set him among the 
t^ serpent. Now some have explained his holding 

the serpent thus: under compulsion to revive Glau* 

cus, he was shut up in a secret place where, clutching 

his staff, he bethought him what to do. There came a 

snake gliding up onto his staff, which Aesculaptus, m 

his troubled state of mind, killed, striking it again 

and again with his staff as it fled. But soon, according 

to the tale, there came another snake to him, bearing 

in its mouth an herb, which it laid upon the other*s 

head; and when it had done so, both of them fled the 
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place. Whereupon Aesculapius, using this 

revived Glaucus, too. And so the serpent is $aid^ 
placed in Ae.sculapius’s protection, and with 

too, in the stars. And his descendents, guided bvl 
P custom, have passed down to others the use of 

O in their medicine. * 
SAGlTTA,the.4r;K?fc, they claim, is oneofHe^ 

les’s weapons, with which he is said to have 

the eagle that fed at Prometheus^s liver in that ta| 

L Of him we may not unprofitably tell further. I 

V^ncients, when w ith most reverent ceremony theT 
coTrdocrrd the sacrifices of the immortal gods cus 

tomarily burnt their victims up altogether in the ‘ 
ual flames. And so it came about, seeing that the do^ 

could scarce afford the costly magnificence of sacri^ 
fice, that Prometheus, who by his wondrous surpass, 
ing genius is thought to have fashioned man himself, 

with much pleading won from Jove that a panofihj 
victim be cast upon the fire, but a part also be reserved 

for their own victuals: which custom later confirmed 
in practice. Now as he had won this boon from heav. 

en with ease, and not as a greedy man, Prometheus 

himself immolated two bulls; and when he had firsi 
ofl^ered up their entrails on the altar, he heaped the | 

remaining flesh of both bulls together, and covered 
it with one of the hides, while whatever bones there 

were he enclosed with the remaining hide. Then, 

placing both piles in their midst, he gave Jove the I 
privilege of choosing which of them he would. This I 

time Juppiter did not do as one with divine koowl- | 

edge should do, nor as befits a god, who ought to I 

foresee all things well ahead: rather, if we are to I 
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heliw the wic in this as at first, he was cozened by 

Prometheus, and, thinking that in both heaps lay 

« bole bulls, he chose the bones for his half. So it 

comes about since, that when the flesh of victims is 

consumed at solemn feasts and sacrifices, the rest, 

being the gods* portion, they cast upon the fire. 

But to return to our story: once Juppiter realized 

what had happened, all wroth at heart he took back 

fire from mortal men, lest Prometheus’s good name 

should seem to outweigh the power of the gods, and 

also, that the use of meat, since it could no longer be 

cooked, should have no further virtue for mankind. 

But Prometheus, practiced in laying snares, schemed 

how, by his doing, fire might be restored to mortals. 

And so, when the other gods were away, he stole up 

to Jove’s hearth, and, joyfully bearing off an ember 

tucked into a fennebstalk, more nearly flew than 

ran, tossing the stalk as he went so that its spark S 

might not be stifled by its smoke, shut up in such T 

narrow confines. (So even now men commonly make R 

most speed w ho bear glad tidings.) Thereafter, on O 

Prometheus’s example, they took up the custom ^ 

among runners vying in the games, of waving torches ® 
as they run. M 

In answer to this deed, Juppiter, by way of confer- ^ 

ring an ecjual favor on mankind, bestowed woman, 

fashioned by Vulcan, and by the will of the gods en- ^ 

dowed with every gift—whence she was called Pan- ^ 

dora. But Prometheus he bound with iron fetters 

upon the Scythian mountain named Caucasus ^ where 

he lay bound, according to Aeschylus the tragedian, 

for thirty thousand years. Besides this he despatched 
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an eagle to Prometheus, who fed at his liver^ 

was nightly renewed-without let. Some 

,his eagle was horn of Typhon and Echidna; 

Earth and Tartarus; while many say it was the wo i ‘ 

P Vulcan’s hands, and that Jove bestowed life upon ’ 

0 But this account of Prometheus’s unloosing h 

e come down in memory. When Juppiter, drawn to'k 

T fairest body, sought Thetis in marriage, though h "" 

, could not win over the timid maiden, yet he pondel 

* no less how to have his way with her. The Parcae 

^ then and there, pronounced what was fated, accord. 

0 ing as the nature of things should give out: they said 

th^hoever should be w ed to Thetis, his son would 

win w ider fame than his father’s; which Prometheus 

heard from w here he kept vigil, not willingly, but 

perforce; and sent w ord of it to Jove. Fearing that 

likew ise as he himself had done to his father Saturn 

the same w^ould now' be done to him, Jove was forced 

to abandon his desire to make Thetis his wife, lest he 

be shorn of his patriarchy. And in deserved thanks to 

Prometheus for his good office, he freed him from 

his bonds. Yet he did not go so far as to leave him 

quite without fetters, having sworn as he did; but 

commanded Prometheus, as a reminder of his condi¬ 

tion, to bind his finger w ith tw o things, stone and 

iron. Whence men took up the custom of wearing 

rings wrought of stone and iron, by which they would 

seem to make amends for Prometheus. Some have 

also said that he w ears a wreath, as if he claimed him¬ 

self the victor, having gone unpunished for his sin; 

and so men took up w earing wreaths when they most 

rejoice and triumph, as may be witnessed at athletic 
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games and banquets. ^ • . 
But let us return to the beginning of all this, the 

Kade’s death. Hercules, sent by Eurystheus after the 
Hesperidean apples but knowing no way thither, 

came to Prometheus, whom we have seen bound upon 
Mount Caucasus, and by him was pointed on his way. 

Victor at length, Hercules hastened on his way back, 
to tell Prometheus how he had slain the dragon 

(about which we spoke earlier), as well as to return 
thanks for his help. And there at a stroke he repaid 

him who so deserved the honor, so far as he was able 
to do, despatching the eagle; whence men have or¬ 

dained that w hen victims are sacrificed, they should 
dedicate the livers on the altars of the gods, to ap¬ 

pease them as they look on for the innards of Prome¬ 

theus. 
Eratosthenes recounts of the Arrow, moreover, 

that by it Apollo slew the Cyclopes who forged Jove’s 

thunderbolt (by which many say Aesculapius died): 

upon w hich Apollo buried the arrow beneath the 

Hyperborean mount. But when Juppiter forgave his 

son, just at the season in which the fruits are setting, 

lo, the arrow came, borne on the breeze, to Apollo; 

and for this reason they point it out among the stars 
now. 

AQUILA. This is the Eagle which is said to have C 
carried off Ganymede and conveyed him to the doting O 

Jove. She it was whom Juppiter first chose for his N 

own, from among bird kind; who alone, as men re¬ 

port from time out of mind, dares fly into the rays of 

the rising sun. And so she appears in flight above 

Aquarius, whom many deem to be Ganymede. 
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Some, indeed, tell of one Merops, who hthj ^ 

,n the isle of ( os, and named it C:os after his dai*.?"" 

.nd iw Mk Mcropians after himself. He had, i 

4tent, a wife named Ethemea, born of the race 

P nvmphs, who when she left off worshippi^g 

O was struck by her shafts, and at length swept off T 

^ to the I nderworld by Proserpina. Then Mert J"" 

hlled with longing for his wife, would willing|^^ 

* brought death upon himself; onlyjuno, pitying j,,'' 
1 changed him bodily into an Eagle and set him amo"'' 

C the stars, lest, had she set him there in his human^ 

[I shape, he should no less remember his sorrow, 

go on pining for his wife. 

^ ^'^IhirAglaosthenes, who wrote the Naxica, tells oi 

infant Jove’s being secretly taken from Crete and 

brought to Naxos, where he was nursed. When he 

had come to man’s estate he conceived the desire to 

make war against the Titans; and as he was sacrific. 

ing he observed an eagle, taking whose flight as a 

good omen, he set it among the stars. Some, also 

have told how Mercury (others say it w as Anaplades) 

smitten by Venus’s beauty, fell in love with her; but 

w hen she brooked no advances from him, went about 

heavy-spirited, like one who has suffered disgrace. 

But Jove, taking pity on him, sent an eagle one day 

w here Venus w'as bathing her limbs in the river Ach- 

elous; which bore away her slipper into Egyptian 

Amythaonia and there gave it to Mercury. Venus, now, 

coming to her suitor in search of it, fetched him his 

opportunity at last; for which good ofliice Mercury 

set the eagle in the heavens. 

Eratosthenes, not alone, gives this account of how 
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was fled to Atlas - despatched many 

""’iTrch of’her. among them one Delphin by name, 
r. wandered through the isles, he came a. last 

«,n the maiden, persuaded her to marry Neptune. 
Tooduaed the nuptials himself; and for this serv- 

st-pnine sc. the figure of Delphin among the stars. 

And more than this: for they who make images of 
Ncptuncs as we are all witness, include a Dolphin, 
whether at his hand or his foot, as they deem most 

pleasing to the god. 
But Aglaosthenes, w ho wrote the Naxtea, says that 

there were certain Tyrrhenian shipmasters who took 
I ather Liber aboard, as a boy, to transport him with 

his comrades to Naxos, and there entrust him to his 
nurses the nymphs — by whom both writers of our 

day and many of the Greeks as well, in their geneal¬ 
ogies of the gods, agree that he was reared. But to 

return to our story: the shipmasters, tempted by the 
prospect of plunder, were about to turn their ship 

off course when Liber, suspecting as much, bade his 
comrades strike up a song in harmony.TheT^ yrrhen- 

ians took such deep delight in this unheard-of music, 

that they gave themselves up to wild dancing, till, 

unw'itting what they did, they leapt into the sea, and 
thereupon were made dolphins. Since Liber wished 

to keep the remembrance of them in men^s minds, he 

placed the figure of one of them among the stars. 

Still others say that this is the dolphin which bore 
Arion, the cithara-player, across the Sicilian sea to 
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Taenarum. Surpassing artist that he was, he wan 

dered throughout the isles for his living; but his s” 

ants, deeming a treacherous liberty pleasanter tha^ 
complacent service, laid plans to cast their master^** 

P overboard and apportion his goods amongst the 

O When Arion grew wary of their plot, he asked them 

£ neither as a master would his slaves, nor an innocent' 

j man would villains, that he might be allowed to adorn 
himself, as he had oft done, in victor’s garb: since ” 

there was none who could accompany him to his fate 

Sk C lamenting, so well as himself. Having been granted 

his request, he took up his cithara and began bewail. 

ing his own death; and at the sound dolphins gathered 

a from far and wide to swim alongside Arion 

as he sang. Calling upon the dominion of the im¬ 

mortal gods, Arion threw himself down upon them, 

one of whom, taking him up, bore him ashore at Tae¬ 

narum. In his memory the statue of Arion stands there, 

w herein he is to be seen astride the likeness of the 

dolphin. And for this reason the figure of the dolphin 

w as traced in the stars by ancient astronomers. As for 

the servants, w'ho thought to slip themselves so from 

his service, they too were driven by a storm to Taena¬ 

rum where, recaptured by their master, they suffered 

no mean punishment. 

EQUUS, the Horse. Aratus and many another have 

tune and the Gorgon Medusa: who on Mount Helicon 

in Boeotia, striking the rock with his hoof, started 

up the spring which is called Hippocrene after him* 

Others tell how, when Bellerophon came to Proetus, 

son of Abas, king of Argos, Antia, the king’s w'ife. 
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^tnlttcn with love for her guest, begged him to make 

free with her, promising him her husband*s throne. 

But when she failed to win him over by truth, she 

took care that he might not reproach her before the 

king, telling Proetus that he had offered to violate 

her. Because Proetus esteemed him, and w as loath to 

exact punishment himself, he sent Bellerophon 

(knowing the mettle of his mount, Pegasus) to lobas, 

Antia’s father— others have called her Sthenoboea; 

whom he charged to defend his daughter’s virtue by 

sending Bellerophon to destroy the Chimaera, which 

was then laying firey w^aste the Lycian fields. From 

that trial Bellerophon emerged the victor, and then 

created the spring in his attempt to gain heaven in 

flight; nor did he come much short of it — only, glanc¬ 

ing down earthward, it is said, he shuddered with 

fright and fell, and with that perished. But the winged 

horse is held to have mounted up and been set amid 

the stars by Jove. Others have said that Bellerophon 

fled Argos, not under Antia’s accusation, but to be 

spared her entreaties. Euripides, moreover, in his 

Melati/ppe, says that Melanippe herself, the centaur 

Chiron’s daughter, w'as long ago known as Thetis; 

and that, reared upon Mount Pelion, and taking the 

chase as her chief study, she came once to be seduced 

by Aeolus, Helen’s son and Jove’s grandson. And 

when she drew' near to term she fled into the woods, 

that her father, who trusted to her maidenhood, 

might not see her bear his grandchild. And so when 

her father came searching for her, it is said that she 

asked the divine pow ers that she might not be discov¬ 

ered in childbirth; and by the will of the gods, having 
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^ivcn she was changed into a mare, 
ariH ng the stars. Some have said that she ^ ^ 

etess, and was changed into a horse because 
wont to reveal the gods’ counsels to mortals. 
hmachus says it w as because she gave up theX^^ 

and the cult of Diana that she was changed into rfw 
shape. By the earlier account, in any case, they exr^ 

why !^he lies out sight of the Centaur (whom soi^ 
have called Chiron); and at that appears only halh^ 
chat she might not even be known to be female 

I/rLTOTON. This constellation is in the sha 
"-irfmngle, like the Greek letter after which it is 

Mercury is held to have placed it above the headot 

Aries, that the latter in his dimness might be marke^i 
by its brightness, wherever he may stand; and also 

that it should form the first letter of Jove's name 

which in Greek is ^102. Some have said that it ^epr^ 
sents the territory of Aegypt; others, where the Nik 

bounds Aethiopia and Aegypt; others deem it to rep. 

resent Sicily; and still others have said that it is because 

the High Ones divided the earth's orb threefold that 
the three angles so stand. 

ARIES is held to be the Ram who bore Phrixus 

and Helle over the Hellespont, and to whom Hesiod 

and Pherecydes attribute the golden fleece-but of 
that we shall elsewhere tell further. But Helle, many 

have said, falling off into the Hellespont and into 

Neptune s embrace, brought forth Paeon, whom 

some have called Edonus. Afterward Phrixus arrived 

safely in the kingdom of Aeetes, sacrificed the ram to 

Jove and hung its fleece in his temple; while the figure 

of the ram itself, set among the stars by Jove the 
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noudgatherer. keeps the season of the year in which 

he corn is sown: inasmuch as before then 1 no had 

wn it parched, who was the cause of its flight to 

*Jlin with. According to Eratosthenes, the ram 

stripped off its own golden fleece and, giving it to 

Phrixus in remembrance of his rescue, mounted up 

,0 the stars; and that is why it shines there, as we have 

said, but faintly. 
Some, now, say that Phrixus was born in the town 

of Orchomenos, which is in Boeotia, while others 

place his birth in the land of the Salones, in Thessaly. 

Others name Cretheus and Athamis among Aeolus's 

many sons; and still others call Salmoneus Athamas's 

son, Aeolus's grandson. Cretheus's wife, now, was 

Demodice, whom others call Biadice. Gazing upon 

Phrixus, the handsome son of Athamas, she fell in 

love, but could not manage to win him to her pleas¬ 

ure. And so she was obliged to accuse him before 

Cretheus, saying that he had sought to force his man¬ 

hood upon her, and things of that kind, such as these 

women were wont to say. Hearing this, Cretheus was 

wroth, befitting both his husbandly devotion and his 

crown, and persuaded Athamas to put Phrixus to 

death. But the Cloudgatherer intervened, and snatch¬ 

ing up Phrixus and his sister Helle, set them astride 

the ram and bade them flee beyond the Hellespont as 

far as they could. Helle, falling, repaid her birthright 

to nature: after her Hellespont is named. But Phrixus 

came to Colchis, as we have recounted, and, killing 

the ram, set its fleece in the temple there. Mercury 

brought him to his father Athamas, whom he satisfied 

of having fled in confidence of his innocence. 
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Hcrmippus, however, says that when Litw 
....battled with Africa, he came with hi$ ar 

the place called Ammodes, on account 

ing sandiness. And there he entered the er 
for he saw that he must needs force his 

yet would have to endure great dearth of w ^ 

ranks, all but driven to desertion by theirT*^ 

were debating what they should do, a ram th^**’*'*^ 

chanced to approach the soldiers, wanderi'"*" 
by itself. No sooner did it spy them than it 

shelter in flight; but the soldiers who had s'"**" 

albeit they made but hard headway under th*^***** '*■ 
^ -sifhcat and dust, nonetheless gave it chase a' 

ing booty among the flames, and pursued the' 

far as the place called after the temple of Jove ** 

which was later founded there. When they had"""*" 
ed this spot, they could nowhere find any traL 

ram they had followed thither; but, what was 1 n' 

more to their l^ing, they found a bountiful suppW 

water. Refreshed in limb, they went straightway t 

Liber with the news; and he, rejoicing, led his L 

to that precinct, and there founded the templeof |Ie 

Ammon, whose likeness he fashioned having ram’, 

horns. And he traced the ram’s figure among the star, 

as well, so that when the sun should arrive in its sigo, 

all things in nature would be revived, and spring 

time come to pass: because by its flight the ram had 

revived Liber’s army. He wished it, beside, to be the 

reraost of the twelve signs, who had proved himself 

the best leader of his troops. 

cnnr * of Jove Ammon, Leon, who writes 
cerning the Aegyptians, recounts thus:When Liber 
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. ,j _ ay over Aegypi and the lands bordering it. 

A u dies sav. first showed mankind all his arts, a 
• Mammon came to Liber out of Africa, leading 

1 „any sheep, the better to find favor with Liber 
d*o come to be known as the inventor of some- 

hL And so. for his bountiful gift. Liber is held to 

'have given him the lands lying opposite Aegyptian 

1 bebes: and so that men may remember him who first 

taught them herding, they who make images of Ham- 

nion fashion them w ith horned heads. But those who 

would assign the deed to Liber — not as something 

desired by Jove Ammon, but rather brought before 

him at last—fashion horned images of Liber instead, 

and say that the ram w as set to commemorate him 

among (he stars. 
TAURUS, the Bull, was placed among the stars, 

according to Euripides, because he bore Europa safely 

to Crete; but some say that when lo was changed into 

a cow,Juppiter, to make amends to her, placed among 

the stars one whose foreparts appear bull-like, while 

the rest of the body is but shadowily seen. There it 

gazes toward the sun’s rising, in any case, and the 

stars which make up the image of its face are called 

the Hyades: whom Pherecydes of Athens points out 

as Liber’s nursemaids, seven in number— they who 

before, in fact, had been the nymphs known as the 

l>odonidae. Their names are Ambrosia, Eudora, Pe- 

dile, Coronis, Polyxo, Phyto, and Thyone; they are 

said to have been fugitive from Lycurgus, and, all of 

them save Ambrosia, according to Asclepiades, to 

have taken refuge with Thetis. But Pherecydes says 

that, having brought Liber to Thebes, they entrusted 
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IM>> which io gratWBi, 

»»BOOJt •^ ***^ ., , 
“fh^ PleiB^^ w<TC 90 called, accordin^^ 

htiBU^ to Atlas and Ocean's daughter 

were born; five of whom he CDiisj,J^ 

madea, because Hyas was their brother, 

^Uf^ed of his sisters. When he was killed ,« 

C cout .£ of a lion hunt, the five whom we name.1 ^ 
T are said to have perished in the throes of 

IPfnentacion; hence, for pining so grievously 

r death, (hey are called the Hyades. As for the renj! 
I^incj^isters, they brooded over their sisters' 

Odllscven of them, too, had brought death on the! 

N selves; and because so many of them suffered the sT 

sorrow (hey were called the Pleiades. Alexander'^ 

hovv ever, says (hat the Hyades were so called becau^ 

they were the daughters of Hyas and Boeotiaundt^ 

Pleiades, because they were born to Pleio, OceanS 

daughter, and Atlas. 

Though (hey are said to be seven in number, no one 

can see more than six of them; and this is the explana. 

tion that has been offered. Six of the seven lay with 

immortals — three with Jove, two with Neptune, and 

one wdth Mars — while the last one is accounted to 

have been Sisyphus's wife. Jove begat Dardanusby 

Plectra, Mercury by Maia, and Lacedaemon byTay. 

gete; w^hile to Neptune Hyrieus was born of Alcyone, 

and Lycus and Nycteus of Celaeno; and Mars fathered 

Oenomaus by Sterope (though others call her Oeno- 

maus's wife). Merope, on the other hand, wedded 

Sisyphus and bore him Glaucus, whom many claim 

to be Bellerophon's father. For the sake of her sisters, 
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^ ibe was placed among the stars, but, having wed 

^ ^ n mortal, given but a faint star. Others say it is 

IMxtn who cannot be seen; for whereas the Pleiades 

are said to lead as it were the choral dance of the 

rtirt, she, after Troy was taken and her descendents 

til the line of Dardanus ruined, withdrew to her place 

«tthtn the circle called Arctic, beside herself with 

Ifrief; whence she is to be seen issuing at long inter- 

vtJi, to bereaved that, with her hair streaming in dis¬ 

array, she is then called a comet. 

Of old, astronomers considered the Pleiades 

(daughters of Pleione and Atlas, as we have said) 

quite apart from the Bull. As Pleione was taking her 

m ay through Boeotia once, with her daughters, Ori¬ 

on, who was of her convoy, offered violence to her. 

she took flight from him, and though Orion hunted 

her for seven years he could never find her. But Jove, 

taking pity on the daughters, laid a way before them g 

up to the stars—afterward they were called by some T 

astronomers the Bull's Tail — and so to this day we R 

may see Orion pursuing them as they flee toward the O 

Kiting sun. In our day they call these the Virgilian N 

Stars, because they rise with the vernal equinox; and O 

they are in some measure more highly esteemed than ^ 

other stars because as a rising sign they mark sum- 

ttKr s onset, while as they set they apprise us of winter 

coming on — a thing not granted to other signs. 

<jEMlNI,the Twins, By the account of many astron¬ 

omers these arc Castor and Pollux, who they say most 

of all exemplify brotherly love: never contending 

betw*eeo them should rank first, nor undertaking 

•Q) exploit without taking counsel together. For 
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their good example Juppiter is held to have set th 

aloft as such conspicuous stars; Neptune likewisr 

rewarded them, for he gave them the horses they ro^ 

and the power to deliver men from shipwreck ^ 

P Others have said they are Hercules and Apollo- 

Q some, indeed, call them Triptolemus (whose tale we 

^ have told) and lasion—both beloved of Ceres, and % 

borne up among the stars. But those who make them 

Castor and Pollux add this beside; that Castor was 

I slain in the tow n of Aphidnae, in the course of the 

^ war w hich the Lacedaemonians waged with the Ath- 

Q enians; w hile others have said it was when Lynceus 
and Idas attacked Sparta that he perished there. Ac¬ 

cording to Homer, Pollux granted half his own lif^ 

span to his brother, and thus each of them shines but 
every other day. 

It is said that CANCER, the Crab, was set in the 

stars by grace of Juno, because when Hercules stood 

his ground against the Lernaean Hydra, the crab had 

snatched up at him from the marsh and grasped his 

foot, whereupon Hercules, enraged, killed it. But 

Juno placed it among the stars as one of the twelve 

signs which are bounded overall by the sun's course. 

As a part of its figure we may distinguish a pair of 

Asses, which Liber traced on the 

s shell, using these two stars only. For when 

no settled madness upon him. Liber is said to hate 

or I through Thesprotia, making for the 

^ ^ Hodona, from whom he hoped to 

state 'r t-estore his wits to their former 

could came to a vast marsh, which be 
^'ow ise cross, so the tale goes, two asses came 
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ss his path, one of whom he caught and so got 

^^ried over without wetting himself in the least. 

rhL he came to the temple of Dodonaean Jove, 

here, freed at once from his madness, he rendered 

hiij (hanks to the asses by setting them among the 

stars Some have even claimed that he endowed the 

ass that had carried him with a human voice, and that 

afters^ ard the ass matched his qualities against Pria- 

pus, by whom he w^as defeated and killed: but Liber 

pitied his fate, and added his number to the stars. 

And that it might be known that he did so as a god, 

and not just because, like some timid man, he had 

fled from Juno, he set the Asses upon Cancer, who had 

been fixed in the stars for his service to her. 

Yet another story is told of the Asses. According 

to Eratosthenes, w hen Juppiter declared war on the 

Giants, he called together all the gods to attack them. 

Father Liber, Vulcan, the Satyrs, and the Sileni came 

riding on asses. When they were come hard upon the 

enemy, the asses are said to have taken great fright 

and set up each and all so fearful a clamor that the 

ranks of the giants, who had never heard the like, 

broke into headlong flight from the din, and so were 

bested. 

A tale alike to this is told of Triton's horn; for he, 

too, having discovered how to hollow out the conch- 

shell, carried it with him into battle with the giants, 

and there sent out such untoward sounds from the 

conch that the giants, fearing, in truth, that some 

monstrous beast had been brought in by their adver¬ 

saries, gave themselves up to flight and so fell, van¬ 

quished, into their enemies' power. 
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LEO. the Lion, is said to have been set amone ft, 

stars by Jove, who esteemed him foremost amol |, 

beasts. Some, indeed, add that it was because in H 

cules’s first trial he slew the lion unarmed: Pisand 

among many, has written of this. Above the lion' 

image, next to the Maiden, are seven other stars 

rayed in a triangle by the lion’s tail, which Conon^ 

Samos, the mathematician, and Callimachus too call 

Berenice’s Tresses. When Ptolemy took his sister 

Swrnice, daughter of Ptolemy and Arsinoe, to wife, 

^ he purposed a few days afterward to set out to attack 

j Asia; Berenice vowed that if Ptolemy should return 

the viaor, she would shear off her hair, and placed i 

lock of hair, sanctified to this vow, in the temple of 

Venus Arsinoe Zephyrites. But the next day it could 

not be found. As the king took this news ill, Conon. 

the mathematician whom we mentioned at first, wij||. 

ing to win his way in the king’s favor, claimed that he 

saw the lock set among the stars, and pointed out 

seven stars in no particular array, which he made out 
lo be the missing lock. 

^me say, following Callimachus, that this Berenice 

orses, and was accustomed to send them to 

at ympia. Others add that Ptolemy, Berenice i 

being terror- 
y IS enemy*s numbers; but his daughter,for 

rail”* habitual, sprang to her horse ani 
wL ^ ^ ^ ^fmy s remaining troops, slew many 0/ 
anT'my "nd drove the rest to flight. For this even 
^ machus calls her greathearted. Eratosthenes, hit- 

dow ri.* k*' *^**’®****** how she commanded that theit 
^ restored to the maidens of Lesbos, whid* 
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heir parents had left each of them, but which none 
good to them; and so she established among 

fhcm the right to bring suit. 
VIRGO, the miden. Hesiod calls her the daughter 

f ,ove and Themis, but Aratus says she is held to be 

Astraeus’s and Aurora’s daughter, who lived in that 

time which among men was the Golden Age; and 

was in fact chief among them. For her good manage- 

t and her fairmindedness she was called Justice. 

In those days foreign nations were not given to war- 

< ring among themselves, nor did any even sail in 

" ships; instead, they followed lives of tilling the fields, 

i But beginning with those born after their death, men 

grew ever less dutiful and more covetous, and the 

maid Justice accordingly had fewer and fewer deal¬ 

ings with them: till at last the state of things had come 

so far that a Brazen race of men was born. With them 

1; now, she could bear no more, and flew up into the 

stars. 

But others have called her Fortuna, and others still 

Ceres; and all the more do they disagree among them¬ 

selves, since her head is so faintly to be seen. Some, 

too, have called her Erigone, daughter of Icarus, of 

whom we have already spoken; others say she is the 

daughter borne by Chrysothemis to Apollo, an infant 

named Parthenos — and, of her, that, dying young, 

she was set among the stars by Apollo. 

SCORPIUS, the Scorpion, may be taken as two 

signs on account of its spreading limbs; which in part 

make up what in our day is called the Balance. But 

taken as a whole the constellation is held to have won 

its standing thus. When Orion was out a-hunting. 
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pnding himself on his peerless *portsinanship^|^ 

went so far as to boast one day to Diana and 

iliaf he was man enough to kill every creaturt 

tprings from the earth. Whereupon Earth, all 

•ent the Scorpion to kill him, as the tale goes. Bet 

Jove, admiring the spirit of both, set the Scorpion 

amrmg the stars, that the sight of him might he • 

warning to men, lest any man trust too much id an? 

of his <|tialities. Diana, meanwhile, out of fondn#^ 

for Orion, besought Jove to show her as much grict 

. as be had done in yielding so freely to Earth; and m 

OhwaU image w as so placed as to be setting eten is 

Scorpio rises. 

SAGITTARIUS, the Archer, Many call him Cm* 

taur, chough there are those who deny chat be is to, 

arguing that no centaur ever made use of arrows. It)« 

alto asked why he should be pictured having the le|p 

ol a horse, w hile his tail is that of a Satyr. Some say, 

now, that he is Crotus by name, son of Euphenic,tbt 

Muses nurse. According to Sositheus the tragedian, 

he made his home on Mount Helicon, where he was 

w oni to take his delight in the company of the Mui«^ 

and now’ and then to take sport in the hunt. He le- 

cured himself wide fame by virtue of his aptness in 

^ both pursuits: for he became both surpassingly i«si 

in the iorest, and most keen in the Muses’ lore, for 

his zeal, then, the Muses besought Jove to trace hia 

hgure w ith some number of stars; and so Jove dut 

^d as he wished to represent all of Crocus’s accom^ 

piishments in one body, he gave him who had bcc* 

such a horseman, a horse’s legs; and added arrows 

I by them both his keenness and his swiftness 
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i ht be seen. To his body he affixed a satyr’s tail, 

J^usc the Muses took no less delight in Crotus than 

Lihcf took in the satyrs. Before his feet, a few stars 

arrayed in a round, which some say is his wreath, 

mbere he has cast it aside in his sport. 

7 he figure of CAPRICORNUS, the Ss/t Goutf is like 

Aegipan’s, whom Juppiter, having been brought up 

with him, w ished to set among the stars, like the goat 

who nursed them; of that we earlier spoke. When Jup- 

pitcr made w ar on the Titans, this is he who first 

drove into the enemy’s heart that terror which is 

called IlANIKOi:, Panic, as Eratosthenes confirms. 

As for why his hindquarters should be shaped like a 

fish’s, that is because he hurled shellfish, instead of 

stones, at the enemy. 

The Aegyptians’ priests, and some poets, say that 

when many of the gods were assembled in Aegypt ^ 

once, suddenly Typhon swooped down upon them, a g 

raging monster and deadly enemy of the gods. In T 

terror of him they transformed themselves into other R 

shapes: Mercury made himself an ibis; Apollo, a O 

crane, the bird of Thrace; Diana, a cat. It is thought N 

that for their sakes the Aegyptians do not suffer these O 

creatures to be harmed, since they are accounted M 

images of the gods. On that occasion they say that I 

Pan threw himself into the river and turned his hind- ^ 

quarters into a fish’s, while the rest of him he made a ® 

he-goat, and in this wise made his escape from Ty- ^ 

phon. Admiring his ingenuity,Jove affixed that image 

of him among the stars. 

AQUARIUS, the Water Carrier^ Many have said 

that this is Ganymede, whom Juppiter snatched away 
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, - to, p*rents for the sake of his bodily beauty, ,^4 

^ him the gods’ attendant; so he is shown pout. 

ZZter from a basin. Hegesianax, however, calU 

too Deucalion, in whose reign such mighty torrew, 

poured dow " f«>m the skies that there came the gm, 
that men tell of. Eubulus, on the other hand. 

tMeru that this is Cecrops, reminding us of the hoari- 
uc, of our race, and showing that, before wine was 

t ^gf^ed upon men, they used water in divine sacri. 

■k. for Cecrops reigned before wine was ever 

W the Fishes. Diogenes Erythraeus tells hou 

r Venus came once, with her son Cupid, to the Syrian 

* fixer I uphrates, and there Typhon, whom we have 

told of, suddenly appeared. Venus saved them both 

from this peril by throwing herself and her son with 

her into the river, and changing them both into the 

.shape of fishes. So it is that the Syrians who live in 

chose reaches forsook eating fish, fearing to catch 

(hem, lest in so doing they should seem either to 

I assail the gods’ defenses, or indeed to entrap them. 

I Eratosthenes says, moreover, that from this fish their 

P race sprang; of that we shall have more to say later. 

Of CETUS, the Whale, it is said that he was sent by 

Neptune to devour Andromeda, whose tale we have 

already told. But being slain by Perseus, he was set 

•mong the stars, both on account of his own enor¬ 
mous sue, and Perseus’s valor. 

ERiDANUS. Some have said this to be the Nile, but 
®any that it is none other than Ocean. They who 

ould have it be the Nile argue from the great length 

supreme usefulness of that river; and further, be* 
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it ties that star, shining more brightly 

rest, which is given the name Canopus —an 

‘‘1^^ •»»hed by the river Nile. 
U PI'S, the H^yre. is said to fly the hound of the pur- 

^ng Orion: for w hen, beflttingly, they portrayed 

Orion ss * huntsman, they wished also to show some 

ttffl of his quarry; and so they pictured the fleeing 

hire before his feet. Some have said it was Mercury 

•bo put her w here she stands. To her it is given, 

Heyond all other fourTooted kind, that even as she is 

giving birth to one brood, she carries another in her 

belly. They w ho differ from this account say that so 

noble and so mighty a hunter (we have told some¬ 

what of him in our account of the sign Scorpio) 

ibould hardly be showm hunting a hare. Callimachus 

It in part to be faulted, for in singing the praises of 

Diana he speaks of her delighting in the blood of 

bares, and hunting them. Such as these, in any case, 

make Orion out fighting the Bull. 

They have, moreover, handed down this tale of the 

hare. There were formerly no hares in the isle of Le- 

ros; not till a certain young countryman there, who 

heanily fancied the creatures, brought in a pregnant 

doe from off the island, and most carefully attended 

her birthing. And when she had borne her brood, 

many of his fellow countrymen took up his zeal, till, 

trading for them partly in purchase and partly in gift, 

everyone fell to raising hares. In no great while such 

a horde of them had been reared that the whole island 

was pronounced overriden by them; and when they 

got nothing to eat from their breeders, they broke 

into the fields of young shoots and devoured them all. 
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F»ced with calamity by these events, the isIaiKl<f. 

growing oppressed with hunger, took cominoo 
counsel, by which all the citizenry are said at 

tod with great pains to have driven the creatures” 
from their island. Afterw ard they set the figure of 

hare in the stars, to remind men that nothing in 

90 very desirable but that, after all, they may cofo* ** 
take more grief than joy of it. *** 

ORION. Hesiod calls him Neptune’s son, bom 

’ tuiy^lis, daughter of Minos. It was granted him, sc. 

^ to run over the waves as if they were dit 

land, in much the same w ay that Iphiclus is said to 

have been gifted to run across the standing ears oI 
grain w ithout so much as bruising them. 

Now Aristomachus tells of one Hyrieus, a Theban 

(chough Pindar places him in the isle of Chios), who, 

in any case, when he received Jove and Mercury as h»i 

guests, l>esought them that a child might be born to 

him. And so that he might the sooner win the boon 

he asked, he sacrificed an ox and laid it before them 

at the banquet. When he had brought it in, Jove aod 

Mercury directed that the hide be drawn off the ox, 

and that they cause urine to be poured into it; then 

they bade it be buried in the earth. From it in timea 

boy w as born, whom Hyrieus named Urion, after hu 

engendering; but for his grace and affableness he 
came to be called Orion. 

He is said to have come to Chios from Thebes, atwl 

there, his desire inflamed by wine, to have seduced 

Merope, Oenopion’s daughter. For his misdeed it ii 

said that Oenopion blinded and drove him from the 

island, to Vulcan on Lemnos, from whom he received 
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.med Cedalion for his guide. Carrying Cedal- 
•‘TbTs1h7ulders. .he story goes, he came to Ae 

, _j ^as no sooner healed by him than he 
* d back toward Chios, to avenge himself. Oeno- 

"*Ttwtr?was kept safely hid underground by 
wHjects; and Orion, having at last despaired of 

Coding him, w ent on to the isle of Crete, where he 
look up with Diana in her hunts. To her he vaunted 

himself as we have already recounted, and so passed 
into the stars. But some say that Orion lived with 

Oeoopion in rather too intemperate closeness, and 
that, wishing to prove to the latter his huntsman y 

ckill he swaggered before Diana herself, and so, as 

we have told, died for it. 
Others, among them Callimachu, say it was when 

he offered violence to Diana that she stopped him 
short with her arrows, and arrayed him in stars as one 

like herself, a zealot of the hunt. 
Istrus, however, says that Orion so pleased Diana 

that she was all but wed with him; but Apollo bore it 
ill, though his continued scolding bore no fruit. So 

one day when Orion was out swimming, his head 
only above water, and that far from shore, Apollo 

wagered with Diana that she could not send her shafts 
so far as to hit that black spot out at sea there: and 

she, desiring ever to be known the mistress of her art, 
without peer, let fly her shaft and pierced Orion’s 
skull. When the waves washed him, slain, ashore, 

then she mightily bewailed her hit, and mourning his 
death with many a tear, raised him to sand among 

the stars. But of what she did after his death we shaU 

tell in her own tale. 
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CAMS, the Dog, is said to have been set 
over turopa by Jove, and so to have come to M*** 
When Procris, then, Cephalus’s wife, healed 

ing Minos, she received this dog as reward fo 
kindness: for she was most fond of hunf.o 

dog was well bestowed upon her, since no ** 
could outrun it. After her death the doe Da« J*** 

the hands of her husband Cephalus, who led 1?!!^ 
him into Thebes. There a fox hunted, who by com 
non^port could give any dog the slip: and so wL 

^ to H^*^e-«>-face,Juppiter, unsure wh« 
Q to do, as Istrus says, turned the both of them to „oa. 

Some have said he is Orion’s dog, and was se, 

*>on«side him because he wa7,o de. 

counts ha '"T-^ '"““X «* counts have their proponents. 

other which Isis is hel I *" **'* 
«« o name anH 7 ^ *>« 
because ii i b called it Sirius, the Scorcher, 

*hine all the 

Che better, she called *7-^' *■*“«““ 
‘‘kocvon ,hf/ "“*• 
the Greater 

Scion’s dog instead!, ** 

' »orerunning-Doe “ ** 
*^d ol the figures in all the tales 

^80. in Grt^* this ship was called 
^'^use If A of its swiftness; others, 

KUS who WTOUchf h#*r Riir maflf 
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^ that she was the first of her kind on the seas, 
'^"^ause of this chiefly is figured in the stars. Pm- 

to .hip w., boil, in . |Own o( M.gn.... 
^ a TVmctrius; Callimachus, that tt was m the 

“"^d^trict as the temple of Actian Apollo, which 

h’lTrgonauts are held to have founded on embark- 

9 thence. The place is called Pagasae because the 

.Wp Argo, so they say, was first joined together there: 

nfrAEAl in Greek meaning, "made fast.” Homer 

locates this same spot on Thessalian ground; while 

Aeschylus, among others, says that Minerva joined 

speaking timbers to its frame. But not all of its shape 

appears among the stars: only that part of it taken 
from stem to mast; signifying that men shipwrecked 

at sea need not abandon all hope. 
The CENTAUR is said to be Saturn’s and Philyra’s 

son, Chiron by name, who surpassed not only the 
other cenuurs, but men, too, in justness; and is held 

10 have reared both Aesculpaius and Achilles. By vir¬ 
tue of his piety and diligence, therefore, he was num¬ 

bered among the stars. When Hercules once came to 
call on him, even as he was sitting down beside Chi¬ 

ron he let his quiver fall to the ground, as they tell, so 
that one of the arrows dropped headfirst onto Chi¬ 

ron's foot, and killed him. But others tell how the 
centaur marvelled that with such slight arrows Her¬ 

cules could slay such massive creatures as the cen¬ 
taurs were; then, when he tried to draw the bow him¬ 

self, the arrow, slipping from his grasp, pierced his 
foot. Juppiter pitied him his accident, and set him 
among the stars, along with a victim, which he ap¬ 
pears to hold above the Altar in sacrifice. Still others 
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hare Mid he •» ‘he centaur Pholus. who stood Jnr,. 
most among all the rest in his pow er of augury , 

hy Jove’s will was portrayed approaching th*'^ 
With a viaim. 

P ARA, the AUar. Hereupon it is held that the ^ 
O hrst performed their rites and swore oaths of alii, 
g ipce, when they took up war against the Titans, 
L < yclopes wrought it; and from this instance men 
^ have taken the custom, whenever they ^ 

I undertaking, of making sacrifice before they take 
Q action. 
Q I pon Hydra, CORVUS, the Raven, is deemed to 
^ perch, and the W /ne-Mix/ng Urn, Crater, to be poised 

the reason for w hich has come down thus in memory 
the raven, being a charge of Apollo’s, was sent once 

to a spring, to fetch some pure water to the god’s sacn* 
fice; but on his way he spied several trees full of un. 

ripe figs. Alighting in one of them, he sat to wait out 
(heir ripening. And when after some days the figs 

grew ripe, and the raven ate his fill of them, Apollo u 

long last saw' him hastening back, the Crater brim- 
ming as he flew*. For having caused him so long delay, 
Apollo, w ho had been obliged by the raven’s delay to 

find other w ater, brought this misery upon the bird: 
that as long as the figs are ripening, the raven, on 

fasping cough, cannot drink. And as 
po o w ished to suggest the raven’s thirst, he placed 

\ beside him amid the stars, with Hydra be- 
I im, the longer to delay the thirsting creature. 

k; k ^ hammer at the tip of Hydra’s tail with 
the serpent might let him hop across to 
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e. I pyj Istrus, among others, has said that the raven 
: ‘ Coronis, daughter of Phlegyas, who bore Aescula- 
< jyj to Apollo. Later, however, Ischys, son of Elatus, 

^ ith her; which the raven no sooner spied than he 
bore the new s to Apollo. Apollo thereupon black- 

ened him all over for his disagreeable tidings, who 
before had glistened all over white; then he pierced 

Ischys w-ith his shafts. 
Of the Crater, moreover, Phylarchus writes this 

account. In the Chersonnese, roundabout Troy, there 
where many have said is the site of Protesilaus’s tomb, 
is a city called Elaeusa. When one Demophon was 

king there, a sudden plague swept through the city, 
taking fearful toll of its citizens. Demophon in his 

anguish sent to the oracle of Apollo, begging some 
remedy for this devastation. Being instructed in 

response to sacrifice every year one maiden of noble ^ 
family to the household gods of the city, he took to g 

choosing by lot, from among the daughters of every T 
family but his own, who should be killed; until a cer- R 

tain man of highest station among his nobles had O 
suffered enough of Demophon's scheme. He stood N 
and refused to let his daughter take part in the lot- O 

tery, unless the king’s daughter cast in her lot withal: M 
but the king was so wroth at his daring that he took ^ 

and slew the man’s daughter with no lottery whatever. ^ 
The maiden’s father, Mastusius by name, pretended ® 

for awhile that he did not, for his country’s sake, bear ^ 
this deed hard —for in any case his daughter might 

have perished in due course by the lottery; and so, 
little by little, he drew the king into forgetfulness. 

And when at length the maiden’s father had proved 
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himself among the king’s closest friends, announc 

(hat he would hold a solemn sacrifice, he invit^j*^ 

Dcmophon and his daughters to join in its celehr* 

(ion. The latter, suspecting nothing that lay in j,* 

tent his daughters on ahead; being occupied hin^^ 

P with affairs of state, he intended to follow shonl ** 

0 Matusius’s wish was thus realized; killing the ki ^ • 

e daughters, he mixed their blood in the wine-crateV 

and hade the king’s cup be filled from it when he 

. rived. VThen Demophon asked for his daughters and 

' learned what had been done with them, he com* 

C manded Mastusius and the crater both cast into the 
0 sea - which, where he was cast, is called the Mastu- 

Man Sea in his memory, while the harbor there is 
called ihe Crater. Even so the ancient astronomers 
(raced its figure in the stars, that men might remem. 

Iw that no one profits lightly hy his evildoing, nor is 
enmity wont to be forgotten. 

Some, among them Eratosthenes, say that this is 
the crater that Icarus used, when he introduced wine 

others, that it is the winejar into 
ich Otus and Ephialtes threw Mars. 

Notius, oj the South, 

mouth the water streaming 

wher.h^r^^' n*' '* succored Isis 
fish anri* "'^‘oh kindness she set both the 

•mong the starn already told) 
tlo not eat fish K ** *' Syrians many 

‘i'tm as household g'ltled images of 
it is left Kods. Ctesias, too, records this. 

““»y have «ll!d the Wa^^ ea the Wanderers, or, among the 



eks Planets. One of them is Jove's star, named 
Phlenon; of whom Heraclides Ponticus relates that, 

when Prometheus was shaping mankind, him he 

\dc excelling all others in bodily beauty; and so he 

^"schemed to keep him back, rather than render him 

up to love with the rest. But Cupid bore word of it to 
love, who thereupon sent Mercury to persuade Phae- 

non to come to him and be made immortal: thus he 

came to his place among the stars. 
The second star is called Sol’s, though others have 

called it Saturn’s. Eratosthenes calls it Phaethon, 

after the son of Sol: of whom many have written, how 

be was carried off willy-nilly in his father’s chariot, 

and set the earth afire. Jove accordingly struck him 

down w ith his thunderbolt, and he fell into the river 

Eridanus, whence Sol raised him up again into the 

stars. 
The star of Mars comes third, which some have 

called Hercules’s. According to Eratosthenes, it fol¬ 

lows Venus’s star because when Vulcan led away 

Venus to wife, his watchfulness gave Mars no oppor¬ 
tunity with her; indeed Mars won nothing more from 

Venus than that his star should follow hers. Where¬ 
fore, since she so furiously fired him with love for her, 
she called his star Pyroeis, in token of that. 

Fourth is Venus’s star (though some have called it 
Juno’s), w'hich is named Lucifer; in many tales it goes 

hy its traditional name, Hesperus, as well. It appears, 
in any case, greatest of all the stars. Some have said 
him to be the son of Aurora and Cepheus, surpassing 

many in beauty,— so much so that he is accounted to 
have been a match for Venus, whence, according to 
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Frarosthenes, he comes to be known as Venus’s sur 

And wbenas he appears both at sunrise and sunset, 
wc have mentioned, he is properly given both hij 

names, Lucifer and Hesperus. 

The fifth star is Mercury’s, Stilbon by name; it jj 
both small and bright. It is held to have been given 

Mercury for having first ordained the months, and 

obsened the heavenly courses. Euhemerus, however 

savyhat Venus first ordained the constellations, and 
"pointed them out to Mercury. 

There is, beside, a Circle to be observed in the 

heavens, all glistening white, so that some have called 

it Milky. Eratosthenes tells how Juno, unsuspeaing 

gave her milk to the infant Mercury; but, when she' 

learned that he was really Maia’s son, thrust him 

away; and the milk she spent thus shines splendid 

now among the stars. Others have told how Hercules 
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laid beside Juno as she slept; who, on awaken- 

•**didas we have said. Still others tell how Hercu- 

‘iS's appetite was so lusty that he sucked in more 

Ik than his mouth could hold; which, spilling from 

Tis lips, formed this Circle. And others say that when 

Ops brought Saturn the stone in place of her new¬ 

born, he bade her offer it milk; and so when she put 

it to her breast, this Circle which we have been de¬ 

scribing was formed of the milk running forth. 

But let us now speak of the formation of all these 

figures, as we have now set them forth. 
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book THREE: Description of the Heavenly rj 

CCORDINGLY 
we shall take up our discourse from the Boreal pole, 

round which both the Bears (ARCTUS MAJOR 

and MINOR) are borne supporting each other,sur. 

rounded by the Arctic Circle, and so positioned that 
they appear back-to-back, each touching the other’s 

head, with the upper one’s head stretching toward 

the lower one’s tail; and the Greater of them has his 

paws planted on the very rim of the Circle. He has, 

withal, seven stars in his head, all of them faint, and 

m o at each ear; one bright star in his shoulder; in his 

dmost paw two; seated high between his shoulder- 

blades one; in his first hind leg one; two in his fore¬ 

paw; and three in the tail itself. So that the stars of 

this constellation, all told, are twenty-one. 

The Lesser Bear, on the other hand, has single, 

clearly shining stars at each of his footholds, and three 

in his tail—seven in all. But among the first stars of 
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% bis lowest one is that we call the Polestar, as 

Eritosiheoes attests: round whose place the World 

tfclfis held to turn; and the remaining two are called 

X(»PhTTAl, the Chorus-Dancers, because they whirl 

fo round the pole. 
draco, the Dragon, is situated between the two 

Bears, and appears so to encompass the Lesser Bear 

by the curve of his body that the bear’s paws seem all 

but to rest upon him: while his tail is flexed up to 

brush against the Greater Bear’s head—even as, with 

his own head drawn round, he touches the Arctic 

Circle, twisting his whole body as it were in a braid. 

And if one pay close heed, one will see where Draco’s 

head lies alongside the tailquarters of the Greater 

Bear. Single stars mark either side of his snout, and 
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hi* c)’cs: one a< his chin; and ten arrayed up and do* 

ihe rest of his body, making in all fifteen. * 

ARCTOFHYLAX, the Bear Keeper-who i,„*, 

the oxherd, Bootes - stands with his left hand encoaw 

passed by the Arctic Circle, so that it alone appear, 

^ neither to set nor rise; but he himself stretches fro„ 

y the Arctic Circle to the Summer, stooped over in 

Q ure, with his right foot resting on the Summer Tropic 

The circle which runs through both poles and touches 

upon Aries and the Claws of Scorpio, also parts his 

shoulders and breast from the rest of his body. When 
we mark him setting with Cancer and Leo as Taurus 

Gemini are rising, then indeed he seems to set 
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late* whenas he descends earthward he stands most 

upright on his feet; but we mark him rising prone, 

and more swiftly then than Scorpio’s Claws. He has, 

in any case, four stars in his right hand, which are 

said never to set; in his head one star, and a single 

one at each shoulder, and in each breast, too (only 

that on the right is the brighter, and has another faint 

star below it); and one bright star at his right elbow, 

while one brighter than all the rest shines from his 

belt: this is the star we call Arcturus; and, with the 

lone stars in either foot, the total is fourteen. 
The Crow n, CORONA, Arctophylax seems nearly 

to touch with his left shoulder; while Engonasin, the 

jCoiona 
Kneeler, as we call him, links it with the heel of his 

right foot. We mark it setting as Cancer and Leo rise, 
and rising again along with Scorpio. In it nine stars 

are disposed in a round, but three of them shine 

brighter than the rest. 
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ENGONASIN, the Kneeler, or Hercules, is set b^ 

tween the Arctic and Summer Circles, marking th* 

former, as we have said, with both feet and his rigj,, 

knee; but his right foot is poised tip-toe on thecird. 

while his left presses hard upon it, as if to crush the 

head of Draco. Meantime he seems to bear the Sum- 

mer Tropic on his shoulders, reaching out to steady 

it w ith his right hand; while from above his left knee 

he reaches his left hand out an equal distance along 

the SummerTropic, above that knee. His head setting 

before the rest of his body, he sinks earthward, and 

as he sets entirely seems to hang by his feet from the 

Araic Circle; while he rises again with his feet before 
his other limbs. 
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In his head is one star, and one in his right fore- 

. at either shoulder a single star shines brightly; 

*^his left hand one, and another at his right elbow; 

*” Ic stars in either flank, but that in the left the 

brighter; two in his right thigh; one each in that knee 

and in its hollow; two in the shin; one in the foot, 

w hich we may call bright; and four in his right hand, 

which some have said mark the lion's pelt: in all there 

are nineteen. 
LVRA,the Lyre, sits opposite the space between the 

knee and the left hand of him we call Engonasin: its 

tortoise-shell opens onto the Arctic Circle, while its 

funhest tip seems to stretch toward the pole Notus. 

We mark it setting as Virgo rises, and rising with 

Sagittarius again. In the sides of the shell themselves 

are lone stars, as also in their furthest tips, which 
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branch as rwo arms from the shell; in their ntidj, 

(which Eratosthenes pictured as shoulders), sin 

stars again; and one in each shoulderblade, as it 

of the shell; and at the base of the whole Lyre (so i *' 

low point appears to be), one: thus there are nine I 

told. 
OLOR, the Swan, one of whose wings graaes that 

circle we call the Arctic, touches thereby the tip of 

his left foot, whom we call the Kneeler. His left wing 

on the other hand, extends a little way beyond the 

ummer Tropic, almost sweeping the hoofs of Pega* 

sus, and while the Summer Tropic parts his bill from 

th body, the tip of his tail is caught up ifl 
of Cepheus. Setting as Virgo and the Claws 
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*o rise* he drops head first towards earth, and 

etin with Capricorn. In his head he bears one 

jhiniog star; in his neck another equally 

laming; pinions of either wing, and one 

bis tail: making in all thirteen stars. 

CEPHEUS, whom we find by the back of the Lesser 

Bear, lies fro*" his feet to his breast within the Arctic 
Circle, so that we see none of him set but his shoul- 

ders and head: nor does he stand far off from Draco’s 
coils; indeed, he seems to make up the first length of 

them with his head. He is figured, moreover, with 
both his hands outstretched, distant from the paws of 

the Lesser Bear by as wide a space as there is between 

his own feet. His head we mark setting when Scorpio 

has risen, and rising with Sagittarius. As for his stars. 
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there are two in his head, one in his right hand 
one. albeit faint, at his elbow; single stars in hi,*?! 
hand and shoulder, and in his right shoulder* iql 

bell, which girds him at his middle, three bright^ ** 

u are to be seen; in his right flank one, faint; two ioT^ 
right knee, and a single one in each of hisVeet, 

^ four above them; the sum of his stars being ninet' 

Q CASSIOPEIA sits enthroned in a pod of sorts,^” 
I seat and her feet themselves planted within the r lU 

of the Araic Circle, so called: the figure of her bod 
hou ever, extends to the Summer Tropic, which she^* 

^o^cbes with her head and right hand. The band we 
88 
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milky divides her nearly in half, where 

^ bolds her place alongside the constellation of 
hcus. We mark her setting head first w hile Scorpio 

riscs»«5 if cast backw ard in her seat, and with Sagit- 
ttrius rise. One star lies in her head; one 
in each shoulder; one bright star at her right pap; a 

great star in her loins; two in her left thigh; one in the 

knee, and also in the toes of her right foot; in the 

square formed by her seat, a single star shining more 

brightly than all the others at each corner: so that in 

til her stars number thirteen. 
ANDROMEDA, next Cassiopeia, may be seen set 

off at a little distance above the head of Perseus; with 
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her outspread hands bound fast, as we are tol(J iq 
old tales. Her head abuts the belly of the horse 

fus; indeed one star is said to mark both Pegasa,- 

navel and Andromeda's head. The Summer Tropk* 
parts her midway through her breast and her leh 

hand. She sets with the second of the two Fishes, 
which we have earlier mentioned lies below Andn> 

meda's forearm; so as Libra and Scorpio are rising 

I she descends, her head before the rest of her, eanh. 
^ w ard. She rises again with Pisces and Aries. 

In her head is one brightly shining star, and one« 

cai>^houlder; in her right elbow and in the same 

6 hand, and in her left elbow and forearm, one each 

and another in that hand ; three in her girdle and four 

alH>vc it; one in each knee, and a pair in both her feet; 
so that in all there are twenty stars. 

PERSEUS is parted by the Summer Tropic, his left 
leg and shoulder from the rest of his body; even as 

w ith his right hand he touches the Arctic Circle. He 

seems, as he runs, to come down hard with his right 

foot on the head of Auriga. For himself, he sets upon 

Sagittarius s and Capricorn's rising, turning head* 

long as he sinks, and with Aries and Taurus rises 

«gain upright. At either shoulder he bears one star, 

and one shining brightly in his right hand, in which 

he IS said to grasp the sickle with whose blade he 
slew' the Gorgon. 

In his left hand there is another star, where we 

^K*ne him to hold the Gorgon's head; next, in his 

hi another in his loins; one each at 
g I thigh, knee, and shin, and one but faint in 
t>oi; and in his left thigh one, with another at the 
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and two in the shin; in his left hand four stars 

*^jaid to make up the Gorgon’s head; in all there 
*^^cnteen stars: but his head and the sickle both 

appear starless* 
Vben Aratus speaks of him figuring all KEKONIS- 

XtFNON among the stars, many have taken him to 

fnean that Perseus is ’dust-laden.’ But it is scarcely 

suitable to think there could be anything dusty among 

the stars; or if there were, surely Orion were more 

morthy to be distinguished so: first, because he was 

demoted to the chase, and forever afield; and the more 

so because even now among the stars he appears 
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a-hunting. Perseus, however, who flew whitherso¬ 

ever he went, could hardly have gathered much dust 
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thoot him:« bereforc if muse be that Aratus, 

to nifCfest, veiledlf, Perseus’s fleetness, folIow„j^ 
Aefoliao custom in calling him KKKONIJmex^^ 

■diisi-latien’: for the Aetolians, when they wish to,,., 
gest someone making haste, say KEKONIio^i 

« raises a dostclond,’ and this is what Aratus meant 

to imagine: not that he who flew wherever he went 

^ was dust-laden, as many have wrongly understood 

I him to Mf. 

HTNIOCHUS, or AURIGA, the Charioteer, now 
iib^nded at the knees by the Summer Tropic, and * 

M fhat which we have before called the milky orb is 

i lurcher divided from his left shoulder to his belt: his 

right foot ahares one star w ith the left horn of Taurus, 
and he is figured holding reins in his hand. On his 

* *^^*goat, and in his other hand two 
y two surs are said to be shapen. He lies ala)- 
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helow Perseus’s feet, his head facing the Great- 
With Sagittarius’s and Capricorn’s rising we 
^i'ng; he rises, again, while Ophiucus 

' oasin are setting. He has, beyond this, one 

. hb bead and one in each shoulder-but that in 

1^ which we call the she-goat, is the brighter; at 

elbow one; and in his hand the two we call the 

*]Ss. whose shapes appear when the stars are nearly 

Kttiog: in all his stars number seven. 
OPHIUCUS, the Snakehandler, whom we mark 

traning his head as if he lay prone, is figured holding 
snake in his hands: the Summer Tropic parts his 

shoulders from the rest of his body, and the Aequi- 

iwcrial Circle bounds him, too, at the line of his 
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knee5; while w ith his left foot pressing upon the ett, 

of Scorpio, he rests on Scorpio’s shell with his right. 

Tlie snake he grasps, moreover, nearly touches 

Crow n w iih the tip of its mouth, and girds Ophiuo« 

himself round his middle; it is shorter toward its tail, 

next w here the left hand of the constellation proper« 
IK.ised, than in the forelength of its body. Yet with 

the tip of its tail, thus figured, it meets the Eagle’s tail 
at the Aequinoctial Circle. Ophiucus setting sinks to 

earth when Gemini, Cancer, and Leo have risen, and, 

Sd#i«r^^ain, appears with Scorpio and Sagittarius, 

In his head there is one star, and a single star in each 

shoulder; three in his left hand, four in his right; two 

in his loins; single stars at his knees, and in his right 

shin one; a single star in each foot, but the righthand 

one brighter; and so in all his stars number seventeen. 

1 he snake has two stars in the crown of its head, 

and below it four, all crowded together; where the 

lelt hand of Ophiucus himself holds it, two— but that 

w hich lies near his body is the brighter; along the 

snake s spine to w here it meets Ophiucus’s body, fife, 

and in the first curve, toward its tail, four, with six 

again in the second, curving tow^ards its head: so that 

in all there are tw'enty-three stars. 

oAGlTTA, the Arrow', is set betw een the two cir* 



the Summer and the Aequinoctial —above the 

‘lililation of the Eagle, divided by that circle which 
j Cancer and Capricorn from below either 

Jbarb points toward Pegasus’s hoof; the other 

I* j of it extends towards Ophiucus’s shoulders. It 

when Virgo has risen, and rises again with Scor- 

io la it are four stars all told, of which one lies at 

t^ base of the shaft, another in the middle of it, and 

the two remaining where the iron would be fastened, 

marking its flared head. 
AQUlLA,the Eagle, appears to sweep her right 

»iog not far beyond the Aequinoctial Circle, and her 

left not far from the head of Ophiucus. That circle 

which w e have described above extending from Can- 
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cer to Capricorn, parts her beak, now, from the rest 

of her body; while she crosses midway the milky orb, 

as we laid it out earlier. She sets when Leo has risen' 

and rises again with Capricorn; bearing one star in 

b her tail; one in each wing; and in her tail one: so there 

are four in all. 
DELPHINUS, the Dolphin, who figures not far 

from the constellation of the Eagle, touches the round 

of the Aequinoctial Circle with the lattermost of his 

upcurved tail, nearly linked with the muzzle of Pega- 

sus by his head. He rises with the hindquarters of 

Sagittarius, and sets when Virgo has risen to the line 

of her head. In his head are two stars; and along the 

his neck, two; in the featherlike fins by his 

elly three; one in his shoulders, and two in his tail; 
making in all ten stars. 

Ddpblit 

QUUS, or PEGASUS, the Horse, faces the Arcti 

touch with his hoofs on the Sun 

^hh the tip of his muzzle on the 

o{\q ° ^hile his mane grazes the right han 

h> the Fish^^* ^^ttnself is flanked on either han 
"hom we shall shortly lay out among 
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• . The figure of his body appears in 
^ , as the navel; he sets with the first 

rt-e «»r» ‘>"'y ** j (that which rides above his back), 
^,bf f*«F' . arius is fully risen, along with the 

.nd n»«* ^hich he and Aquarius’s right hand 

~ ™<> ^ , 
iaw; a single star in each ear, and four 

his neck (but that which lies nearest his 

head shines brightest); one bright star in his shouU 

der, and one each in his breast and between his shou 

derblades;one hindmost at his navel, which is also 

known as Andromeda’s head; a single star in both 

knees, and in their hollows; so that in all there are 

eighteen stars. 
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Now DELTOTON holds the shape of a Tri 

m ith two sides of equal measure and one but 

shorter than these. It stands between the Summer * 
Aequinoaial Circles, above Aries’s head and 

I) from Andromeda’s right shin and Perseus’s left hand: 
•ening as Aries fully sets, and rising with the first half 

of Aries again. Each of its angles is marked by a star 

Xnan£alu9 

tu I *^2ightway turn to the figures of the 
the first is Aries. 

Orri#*. • *L keeps within the Aequinoccial 

acts r turned toward the rising sun, he 

ioT tbH ^ 
mentioned; his feet, 

head Z “P^” Whale’s head, la 
^ his Deck^°^ three in his horns, and three 

ixi K;c *k ^ forward of his forefeet one; 

^low ^ 
^ly, three in his loins; and one in his 
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hoof: numbering in all eighteen. 

TAURUS, the Bull, holds his place midway m the 

rising course of the signs, such that he appears to 

plant his knees upon the earth as he starts 
ing it fixedly; the Aequinoctial Circle parts his knees 

from the rest of his body, while by his Ift ^orn, as we 

noted above, he is linked with the right foot of him 

we call Auriga. Between the line which boun s is 

body and the tail of Aries lie seven stars which we in 

our day call the Stars of Vergil, but the Greeks knew 

them as the Pleiades. i i u- 
Taurus sets and rises as if shying backwards. In his 

horns, now, he bears single stars, that in the left being 

brighter; single stars, too, in both eyes, an ^ one in 

the midst of his forehead; single stars again at the 

points whence his horns spring: and these seven stars 

are also known as the Hyades-albeit some have de- 
99 



filed that the two last are among these stars, which 

would make the Hyades five in all. There is, in an 

case, one star in his forward (that is, his left) knee 

and one above the hoof; one in his right knee, an*<i 

three between his shoulders, the hindmost of which 
is brighter than the others; and one in his breast* 

which amounts in all, apart from the Vergilian Stars 

to fourteen. 

anH of Auri 
nd above Or.on: Orion being thus lodged betwe< 

resiofth*” k parted from ( 

they set each other as in embrai 

iK «.Ti* ">« p'o"'- * 
wogle brigh^su^r to 

» o, at each shoulder; one star i 
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. and in both knees, and one to the 

ri *‘l!"fcit; the other twin has one star in his 

"'**fhis left shoulder and another at his right; 
• both breasts, and one each in his right 

.*£k »'*"-.b single stars in either foot, and one 
^ foot which is called Propus, the Fore- 

jD'cmini 

CANCER, the Crab, is divided midway by the Sum- 

mer Tropic as he faces toward the Lion and the rising 

sun, from his place a little above Hydra’s head. He 

sets and rises from his hindquarters up. n is s 
proper are two stars which are called the Asses (vve 

have mentioned them before); in his right legs single 

stars and dim; in his left foreleg two stars, in the sec- 
lOI 
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ond, r»o,albeit faint;one in the third;and another 

faint, in the fourth; one at his mouth; and in what w*e 
call his right Claw three, none of them very great- 
with two alike in the left Claw; so that in all his sun 

h number eighteen. 
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• I,- head are three stars; two in his neck; one in his 

t • three between his shoulderblades; one half- 

'*'^***ong his tail and another at its tuft; below his 
* t wo; one bright star in his forward paw, an- 

Lr bright star in his belly, and a great one below it, 

o - one in his loins; one at his hindmost knee, and 

one, bright, in his hind paw: nineteen stars in all. 

ICO . . u 

VIRGO, the M“;^;';;l^AT^noScirclZl^ 

L^ighT^n^andtheh^ 

Itdr^il omydra; and her head sets earlier 
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three stars; two in his neck; one in his 
• r\r\g^ half. ^ j^besJ his shoulderblades; one half 

tail and another at its tuft; below his 

- one bright star in his forward paw, an- 

'"^star in his belly, and a great one below it, 

• uic loins; one at his hindmost knee, and 

. u. in his hind paw: nineteen stars in all. 
.-bright.'"" r- _ 

Zco 
VIRGO, the Maiden, from her station below the 

feet of Bootes, touches the Aequinoctial Circle with 
her right hand, and the hindquarters of Leo with her 

head. She is seen stretching her lower body above the 
Crow and the tail of Hydra; and her head sets earlier 
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than her other limbs. In her head is one faint star 

and a single star at each shoulder; but two in either 

wing, of w hich the one in the right wing, set just at 

tj the shoulder, is called nPOTPTriiTIIP, *She who goes 

before the grape-gatherer.* She has beside a single 

star in each hand; of which the one in her right hand 

is both larger and brighter, and is thought to mark an 

ear of grain. In her vestment, moreover, seven stars 

are disposed here and there, so that in all her stars 
number sixteen. 

we so clos I ^ called the CLAWS, and 

seem w'*'^*”**^ ^®‘J“'"octial Circle that 

•ow the feet of Scorpio himself lies be- 

lier) seemina (whom we described ear- 

104° '°'*'^ Winter Tropic with the tip 



•I i< he far from the constellation which 
^ appears to carry oft as his victim. He sets 

hirhody prone, but rises upright, his Claws first. 
^ ach of his Claws, so called, he has two stars, of 
*hich the forward ones are the brighter; and beside 

three in his forehead, of which the middle is 
. ijtest; three between his shoulders; two in his 

l^lly; five in his tail; and in its barb, where we deem 
bis sting to lie, two: so that in all his stars number 

The figure of SAGITTARIUS, the Archer, gazes 
upon the setting Centaur, even as he sets an arrow to 
his bowstring; from his hoofs as far as his shoulders 

he stands within the Winter Tropic, his head only ap¬ 
pearing beyond its circle, as we have described it; 

while the milky band crosses midway through his 
bow. Before his hoofs lies that Crown made of stars, 

of which we spoke a little while ago. He sets head 
first, but rises upright. In his head he bears two stars; 

two in his bow, and one in the arrow; one each in his 
right elbow, his foreward hand, and his belly; two 
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betwixt his shoulders; and in his tail, his foreward 

knee, the hoof, the lower knee, and the hollow of the 

knee, each one: fifteen stars in all, but seven more in 

the Centaur’s crown. 

CAPRICORNUS, the Sea Goat, is enshapen wholl 

t in the Zodiac Circle, facing the setting sun from 

below the left hand of Aquarius, with his tail and hi 

o y altogether parted in halves by the Winter Tropic 

e too sets head first, but rises upright. Now then ii 

below his mane; two in his 

side if 1^*^ ^Ofeward foot and another along 

down V^KT'ii^ ^^om his shoulders and seven 
down his belly; with two in his tail: twenty-two star: 
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AQUARIUS, the Water Carrier, has his feet planted 

within the Winter Tropic, stretching out his left hand 

as far as Capricornus*s back; while his right nearly 

rests on the mane of Pegasus as he looks upon the 

rising sun. Being so figured, he appears perforce all 

but prone bodily; and the water he pours forth spills 

toward the figure of the solitary fish, which we will 

soon describe. But Aquarius himself both sets and 

rises with his head before the rest of his limbs: in 

which are two faint stars, with single stars an great 

in either shoulder; one large star in his left elbow; 

one in his forward hand; single faint stars below his 

nipples; one each inside the loin, at both knees, and 
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both feet, too: fourteen in all. Taken with the $tr 

he pours, Aquarius’s stars number thirty; 

these latter the first and last show brightest. 

Sqa3ria0 

Of PISCES, the Fishes, one is called after Notus a. 

the other after Boreus: inasmuch as the one calle. 

Boreus, lying between the Aequinoctial and Summ 

Circles and beneath the arm of Andromeda, is pos 

tioned facing the Arctic Pole; while the other look 

Cii)^*^ Zodii 
from shoulders and not f 

to?e?h Circle.These Fishes are link, 
g er rom near the hoof of Aries, as if by a littl 
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of lower of them setting and 
^rising earlier, with seventeen stars in it; while Bo¬ 

’s are twelve in all. Their tandem line strings 
^ee stars on the side leading toward the Eagle, and 

the other side three; three more towards the rising 
^ard,and at its joining three: amounting to twelve in 

jll This same tandem line, drawm from the point of 

Aries's hoof, Aratus calls ITNAESMON THOTPAN- 

lON, which Cicero renders from the Greek, **the 
Heavenly Knot": meaning to signify thus that it ties 

together not merely the Fishes, but indeed all the 
heavenly sphere. For where it stands by the hoof of 
Aries, what we call the Midday Circle, because it 

marks high noon, touches and crosses over the Aequi- 
noctial Circle; and at that crossing of the Circles the 

knot of Pisces is tied: whence they have properly 
called it the knot not merely of Pisces but indeed of 

the heavens. 
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PISTRIX, the Whale, faces the rising sun and ij 

parted midway from her tail forward by the Winter 

1 ropic. w ith her snout almost joining the hind hoof 

of Aries. The starry river Eridanus seems to wash the 

forepart of her body, tow ards the sun’s rising. She 

text upon Cancer’s and Leo’s rising, and rises again 

with 1 aurus and Gemini. In the tips of her flukes are 

two faint stars, and thence along the rest of her curv. 

ing hody.five,with six along her belly: making in all 

thirteen. 

tRIDANUS flows from near the left foot of Orion, 

and runs as far as the Whale, coursing in several bends 

toward the feet of the Hare, and thence onward in the 

direction of the Antarctic Circle; the Winter Tropic 

divides its course at the point at which it nearly washes 

the \X hale. \Xe mark it setting once Scorpio and Sag¬ 

ittarius have risen; and with Gemini and Cancer it 

rises again. In its first bend are three stars, three in 
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nd likewise in the third, taken to the , Lven: in all its stars number thirteen. 
^OJOSt, 

fndaiiadflumoi 

Now LEPUS, the Hare, below the left foot of Orion, 

races along the Winter Tropic, his lower body in fact 

parted by it: with Sagittarius’s rising he sets and rises 

with Leo. In either ear he has a single star, and dis¬ 

posed along his body two; with single stars in his 

forefeet: six, then, in all. 

The Aequinoctial Circle parts the body of ORION 

at his belt, where he stands embroiled with Taurus, 

in 
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holding a cudgel in his right hand, and girded with a 

sword, facing the setting sun. He sets while Sagit. 

tarius and the latter part of Scorpio are rising, and 

rises up again, bodily, at the same time as Cancer. In 

h his head are three bright stars, and single stars in his 

shoulders; one faint star in his right elbow, and an- 

other like it in his hand; three in his belt, whence his 

sword hangs with its three faint stars; single bright 

stars at his knees, and also in his feet; in all there are 

seventeen. 

''’*^‘'««erDog, tracks the fleeing 

h«fl Sr '“n " ■>' ® •"<> 
ces the setting sun but stretches to- 

1)2 



Aequinoctial Circle, all but joined to the 

»ar<*' * ^ Orion. Setting as Sagittarius rises, he 

^ ^.jth Cancer. This Dog has in his tongue 

r and in his head another, which we have 

earlier, that some call Sirius, "the Scorch- 

l,ij ears are single faint stars, and two stars in 

breast; three in his forward paw, and three be- 

"'*een his shoulderblades; one each in the left loin, 

jllwndtnost paw, and the right paw; and four in his 

nil:nineteen in all. 

PROCYON, the Lesser Dog, set amidst the Milky 

band, touches the Aequinoctial Circle with his paws; 

he looks toward the setting sun as he runs in place 

between Gemini and Cancer; and because he rises 

before the Greater Dog he is called Procyon, He 

that runs before the dog/* He sets, moreover, upon 

Capricorn’s rising, and rises with Leo: but his stars 

number only three all told. 
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The ship ARGO touches upon the Winter Tropic 

and the tail of the Greater Dog by the underside of its 

stern, sinking into the Antarctic Circle as if it foun¬ 

dered at sea: setting when Sagittarius and Capricorn 

tis* 

:S 

fact 
isd 
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have risen, and rising again with Virgo and the Claws 

of Scorpio. From its stern it trails five stars in the first 

rudder, and four in the other; along its keel five, and 

in the wash of its wake five; with four running up its 

mast: so that the sum of its stars is twenty-three. We 

have earlier explained why these stars are not all 

properly within the sphere. 

CENTAUR’S figure so appears that, with his feet 

braced on the Antarctic Circle, he bears the Winter 

Circle on his shoulders, his head all but touching 

Hydra's tail; in his right hand he holds his victim 

face-upw ard, touching the Winter Circle with its feet 

and the tip of its muzzle, betwdxt that and the Antarctic 

Circle. What we call the milky band parts Centaur's 
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legs from the rest of his body; who, gazing tow 

the signs’ rising, has set entirely when Aquariu^*^'* 

Pisces are risen, and rises again with Scorpio * 

Sagittarius. Three faint stars surmount his head"h 

a bright one shines singly at either shoulder;on 

each in his left elbow, his hand, and in the mids"* 

his horse-breast; with single stars in both the hollo,^^ 

of his foreknees; four between his shoulders, tw^* 

bright ones in his belly, three in his tail, one in th 

horse-loins, and single ones at his hind knees and ' 
their hollows: twenty-four in all. 

His victim, now, has two stars in its tail, one in the 

first of Its hind feet, and one in each of its feet; one 

bright star seated at its shoulders, and one in the tip 

II6 
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• fool. ’’ disposed 

*f'tXad:inalIten. . * • 
*“ R A the Altar, nearly touches upon the Antarctic 

r Jle where it stands between the head of Centaur’s 

■ >nd the tip of Scorpio’s tail; setting when Aries 

rr, ,»j 'iLg Wi.h Cpricorn. Upo„ i„ .op. 

.1^ it is formed by the Circle, are two stars; and in 

lit base two others: these four, then, are all its stars. 

' i«e ARA illustration on opposite page.) 
hydra overspreads the length of three signs. 

Oncer, Leo, and Virgo, where she lies between the 

Aeouinoctial and Winter Circles: but suchwise that, 

„ Sr head strains toward the sign we call Procyon, 

, fourth part of her altogether dips between the Sum- 
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filer and Aequinoctial Circles; the tip of her tail 

moreover, nearly touches the Centaur’s head, while 

on her back she bears the Raven, pecking at hercoih 

w ith his beak; and w ith her whole length she stretches 

tow ards Crater, the Wine-Mixing Urn. It appears * 

standing off at a fairly wide reach, near between 

and Virgo, though angled more towards Hydra’s 

head. She sets when Aquarius and Pisces have risen 

and rises again with the signs we have named here-* 

in her head she bears three stars, and in the first curve 

dow n from her head six — but the last of these is the 

brightest; in the second curve, three; in the third 

S four; in the fourth, two; and in the fifth, through the 

length of her tail, eight, all of them faint: so they num- 
her tw'enty-six in all. 

CORVUS, the Raven, now, bears one star in his 

throat; two in his pinions, and below the wing to- 

wards the tail, two; with single stars in either foot: 
in all, seven. 

Set above her first curve down from Hydra’s head, 

the CRATER bears two stars on its rim, and two faint 

ones below its handles; two in its bowl and two in its 
base; making in all eight. 

Now the FISH which we call after Notus, set in the 

St of the space between the Winter and Antarctic 

irc cs, appears to face the rising sun, between Aquar- 

us an Capricorn, catching in its mouth the water 

streams down from Aquarius: it sets as Capri- 
orn IS rising, and rises again with Pisces. As for its 

stars, they number twelve. 

w ^ ^^t^trerns the figures of the constellations 

count ourselves satisfied, at this point; we go 
118 
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OQ, now, to what remains of our account. 
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BOOK FOUR; Laying Out the Five Circles amon 
the Heavenly Bodies; and of the Planets. 

INCH WE SHOWED 
to begin with how the five circles were to be drawn in 

the heavenly Sphere, but not, as we remarked, 

properly in the body of the stars; and as the two end- 

most (that is, the arctic and antarctic) circles have 

little to do with the course of the sun, let us turn now 

to the middle three. But since Aratus makes none of 

them very clear, only asserting that the sphere itself is 

of more concern than the four circles of his plan, let 

us be plainer in setting out our own plan and, just as 

we did at the outset, take up our discourse from the 
pole Boreus. 

We assert, then, that the Summer Tropic (by which 

name we translate eEPlN02 TPOBlKOr is one of 

t ese four circles, namely that whence summer is or- 

^ne , if any still doubt but that both circles, that is 

Winter Tropics, should not go by 
^ an e same name, it must be because that which 
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ne name for summer occasions winter for some, 

hilc the tropic which we say brings winter on, else¬ 

where produces summer. But if they shall wish to un¬ 

derstand the truth of this with respect to our position 

in the World — we, that is, who dwell between the 

Summer Tropic and the Arctic Circle; and not for 

their part of the globe who dwell between the Winter 

Tropic and the Antarctic Circle: those parts we call 

the Antipodes—they shall readily enough come round 

to our persuasion. For anyone wishing to construct 

the sphere from the point of view of those Antipodean 

folk, who are settled as it were opposite our feet, will 

not without reason appoint our Winter Tropic to be 

their Summer Tropic; or if in speaking of the Antip¬ 

odes a wTiter should wish to put the matter obliquely, 

he might say that for them the height of summer 

comes in Capricorn, the Sea Goat, and the depth of 

winter in Cancer, the Crab; and not without proof of 

the keenest reason would he seem so to say. Whatever 

indeed he should propose, contrary to what holds in 

our own band of the globe, he would be correct in 

doing. But that we may not prolong our discussion 

beyond what is seemly and proper, let us return to 

the subject in hand. 
In the Summer Tropic, which we were first to ap- 1 

point, these constellations, or some part of them, are 

visible: the heads of Gemini, the Twins; both knees 

of Auriga, the Charioteer, and the left leg and shoul¬ 

der of Perseus; Andromeda, too, taken from her 

breast to her hand on the left, suchwise that her head, 

with her right hand and her breast altogether, appe^s 
to lie between the Summer and Aequinoctial Circles, 
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the rest of her body stretching out between the Sum¬ 
mer and Arctic Circles. Next in this same band, the 

hoofs of the horse Pegasus appear planted; and the 

head of the Swan, apart from the rest of his body, and 

with no great part of his wing seen as leftward in 

flight. The Snake-handler Ophiucus seems to bear 

the circle on his shoulders on one side, while on the 

T other side Hercules does the same. And Virgo, the 

j Maiden, laying her head alongside, stretches hence 

toward the Aequinoctial Circle, as if to shed her 

^ brightness southward. Leo, the Lion, taken from his 

0 breast to his loins, appears, head and body from the 

N legs upward; while below, he lies between the Sum- 

mer and Aequinoctial Circles. And Cancer is likewise 

divided midway, so that the circle seems to pass be- 
tw een his eyes. 

Now as the sun, borne along through these con¬ 

stellations, comes hither to this circle, as we earlier 

explained, it befalls in this reach of the globe that we 

enjoy five of eight parts daylight, and three parts 

night. Nor need we reckon this by the clock, for that 

matter, but from the proportions of the sphere itself: 

or w hen you have so set the sphere that the circle we 

ave named Arctic lies always in view, while the Ant¬ 

arctic never even rises within sight, and so the sphere 

stands; then if you would divide the Summer Tropic 

>nto eight pans, you will find that five of these appear 

in ^e heavens above you, even as three, contrariwise, 
tie below the earth. 

But some will say, why should we divide the heav- 

y irc e in eight, rather than twelve parts, or in 

oe\er many you please.^ Such a one will hardly 
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found to have beguiled the heavens by his argu¬ 

ment, but only himself. For if he make twelve parts of 

the Summer Tropic, he will observe seven and a half 

of them in the sky, leaving four and a half below the 

earth. For so it comes about that as a half part must 

now be added to the seven, so must a half part be 

joined to the four, making the seven and a half parts 

above the earth, and the rest (which are four and a 

half) below it. Thus it behooves us to understand — 

ID order that there be no half parts or lesser, but rath¬ 

er all settled in firm numbers —that the numbering 

should fall out eightfold. Furthermore, since the 

sphere has been divided in thirty parts, such that 

eight parts must consequently lie from the Summer to 

the Winter Tropic, small wonder then that we should 

properly divide these circles too into eight parts, 

further still, because four of the sphere’s thirty parts 

lie between the Summer and Aequinoctial Circles, 

and from that again to the Winter Tropic four of 

thirty again —and as the selfsame Aequinoctial band 

is of itself no less divisible in half, half of it resting 

above the earth, and half below (that is, four of eight 

parts; and just as many above)—the whole reckoning 

comes to eight parts: and there is no doubt that the 

correct division is eightfold. 

Next, when we witness the sun, traversing these cir¬ 

cles in its yearly course, to take its rising from among 

all the constellations, as out of the eighth part of them 

(as we shall go on to explain), and hence to pass on to 

another sign, having nothing further to do with any 

part of the first sign, the more rightly do we acknowl¬ 

edge the eightfold division of these same circles. And 
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funher, w hen the seven stars revolve round the same 
station, as it pleases some to say, such that, as they 

presently stand, so they will again in that stage of the 

sun or moon; by the same token must this occur in 

the eighth year, so that truly must the sphere be parted 

in eighths. And accordingly we observe that the same 

hour of a star’s first rising falls every eighth day, or in 

fine that for anything you care to name, whose rising 

occurs today, we will observe it to occur the same 

again on the eighth day hence; so we find it positively 

true that the very sphere of the World, whence we 

measure these hours, should be divided eightfold. 

But lest, preoccupying ourselves with this question, 

«t kt others go unanswered, let us return to the sub¬ 
ject in hand. 

After the Summer comes the Aequinoctial Circle, 

in « hich these constellations or some part of them 

niiiy be remarked: Aries, the Ram, in full, resting on 

•II lours. Aratus, moreover, shows this to be the swift- 

est among all the constellations, exceeding even the 

hcsser Bear, which revolves in so brief a space. That 

should so maintain w'e may most readily under- 

•f*nd thus. for as the Aequinoctial Circle is the larg- 

est in all sphere, and Aries appears affixed in it, 

since in w hatever array the figures of the heav- 

y I ' placed, the sphere itself must needs re- 
once, in order that they come round to the same 

circles, Aries thus, lying in the largest 
.od returning ,o his place at the same time « 

jL *'®*****^^****®'>s» must necessarily be admitted 
»» dtest of them. 

us come back to our description of the 
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i^equinoctial Circle, and speak of the remaining con- 

jtcllations in it. Thereon we see the knees of Taurus 

the Bull pressing, albeit some have thought to shape 

him crouched upon one knee (his right) only, which 

his left hoof bends back to touch: we leave them in 

the midst of their argument. But hereby, too, we may 

deem the belt of Orion to be cinched round the circle 

itself; while Hydra, coiling back from the tip of her 

head, rears her neck so as to touch upon Cancer. And 

from Hydra’s lower body the Wine-Mixing Urn, 

Crater, alongside Corvus, the Raven, catches our eye, 

as if strung upon the circle: a few stars also of Scor¬ 

pio’s Claws stand nearby. The knees of the Snake- 

handler Ophiucus are by this same circle divided 

from the rest of his body; and Aquila, the Eagle, is so 

shaped as to be barely linked with it by her left wing; 

and the head of Pegasus rests his neck upon it, too. 

The Aequinoctial Circle is flanked by the bodies of 

these constellations, then: approaching which twice 

yearly, once when in Aries and again in the claws of 

Scorpio, the sun brings about the equinox. For this 

part of the sphere may be regarded as the birthplace 

of both spring and autumn, in that in Aries the spring 

commences; and autumn in the forepart of Scorpio, 

which some consider part of Libra, the Scales. Pass- j 

ing forward along the circle from Aries and Scorpio's C 

Claws, the sun brings six months’ daylight to those O 

lands which lie with the orb of the Arctic; and as long N 

a night to those lands ringed by the Antarctic Circle: 

whence all the more can none bear to abide in those 

regions. And, from the autumnal continuously to the 

spring equinox, that is, proceeding from the Claw's 
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as far as Aries, the sun wreaks perpetual day for six 

months, where before we beheld only night; but now 

on the contrary, night roundabout the Boreal Pole/ 

But of this we have already spoken; nor should we 

wonder how it befalls so, given the plan of the sphere 

For being that this Boreal Pole stands overhead, and 

never sets, it follows that those bodies which lie near¬ 

est its circle appear long in setting, too. The truth of 

w hich may be gathered from this: since the globe is 

inhabited in those reaches from the Summer Tropic 

to the Araic Circle—and from the Arctic Circle, that 

is, the tw o Bears and Draco, the Dragon, whose head 

"^ms to rest upon that circle, suchwise that he whom 

w e call Engonasin, the Kneeler, lodged between the 

Summer and Arctic Circles, is thought to press upon 

the head of Draco;—whosoever (as we have said be¬ 

fore) dw ells below’ that same Draco’s head must ac¬ 

custom himself to such long days that, indeed, there 

befalls him not the third part of an hour of night. And 
so Aratus says, 

KKI.NH nOT KE4>.A,\HTHI NEIXETAI HIXI iiep’akp.u 

-MIiroXTAl ATi'IEl' TE KAI ANTOAAI AAAHAHI2I. 
which Cicero renders: 

I here, then, the head hastily hides itself for a little, 

» ere rising and setting commingle in one measure. 
mer, too, in his Odyssey, speaks thus of the night’s 

ness, that while some herdsmen are driving their 

■ others are bringing theirs in; so that 

warH others* noise as one returns home- 

drivf- k* Against the night, while the other 



The third circle after summer’s, we call the Winter 
Circle; it is bounded by these figures or parts of them: 
dividing Capricorn, the Sea-Goat, midway, and cut¬ 

ting off the feet of Aquarius, the Water-Carrier, we 
observe it to pierce the tail of the Whale. And now it 

parts from the fleeing Hare a part of his body, includ¬ 
ing his legs; as it does, too, the feet of the Dog who 

pursues him; and the stern of the Ship; and Centaur, 
again, neck from trunk. The very tip of Scorpio’s tail, 
you may say his sting, arches back to this circle, and 

the Archer Sagittarius’s bow is also drawn athwart 
it. Five of eight parts from this circle lie below the 

earth, and three above it; so that the day here must be 
shorter than the night, as we have explained. 

Aratus lays out the fourth circle, which is the Zo¬ 
diac’s, not, like other astronomers, reckoning the 
t\\ elve signs from Aries, and the onset of spring, but 

rather from Cancer, that is to say, from summertime 
proper. We, however, having begun with Aries, will 

continue thence. And so in this circle we figure forth 
the twelve signs. The three signs Aries, Taurus, and 

Gemini deal out springtime, with the spring equinox; 
the next three. Cancer, Leo, and Virgo, bring on the 

height of summer; but with Virgo, now, the sun be¬ 
gins to pass toward the autumnal equinox. So from t 

the Claws of Scorpio, and in Scorpio himself, and C 
Sagittarius — these three signs — comes autumn on, O 

^ith its equinox. And in the last three signs, Capri- N 
corn, Aquarius, and Pisces, the sun completes the 

year’s display with winter. Yet really there ye not 
tw’elve, but eleven signs* inasmuch as Scorpio, by his 

great length, fills the space of two signs: his foreparts 
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bcin^ the dliws by n^mc, but the rest Scorpio proper 

But since the earliest astronomers referred all things 

to a m elvefold measure — as with months, so with 

hours, and the breadth of the signs — so too they de¬ 

sired that these signs, which are the index of all else, 

should number twelve. 

Forasmuch now as we proposed in preface seven 

T circles, but have made mention of four only — and so 

J that we may not seem to obscure matters by describ- 

^ ing the seven out of order—then of the seven three 

drcles remain to be treated of: the Arctic, the Ant- 

arctic, and that which we call Milky: and of these we 
^ now undertake to speak. 

Now then the head of Draco, indeed the whole 

length of him, supports the Arctic Circle; and Ceph- 

eus, moreover, braces its round with his breast. The 

paws of the Great Bear also rest upon this orb; and 

next it Cassiopeia’s throne, together with her feet, are 

likewise set; and by the right foot and knee, and the 

nrsc toes of his foot, so, too, is he whom we call En- 

gonasin, the Kneeler; also the right hand of Bootes 

e Oxherd reaches to touch the outer edge of the 
circle. 

1 he tip of the ship Argo, and the hind hoofs of Cen- 

^ extend, on the other hand, to touch the Antarctic 

hile his front hoofs barely alight upon it; the 
IS p anted near him, and so are the furthest 

courses of the starry river Eridanus. 

earl I* *^^.*^* ^lescribe that milky orb we have 

Swa^ * * '''^*ch cuts off the left wingiip of the 

nier Tron^^^^r beyond the bounds of theSum- 
‘c. n after this it passes through the right 
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band of Perseus, and from the left leg of the Chario¬ 

teer Auriga runs in turn below his right hand, and so 

to the knees of Gemini, the Twins, and the feet of that 

constellation we call Procyon. Here, dividing the 

Aequinoctial and the Summer Circles, it touches the 

very top of the mast which juts from the ship Argo; 

whence it turns again in its course, parting the Cen¬ 

taur’s body at his knees, marking the tip of Scorpio’s 

tail, passing midway through the Archer’s bow, and 

halving the Eagle, Aquila, too, betwixt her wings. 

Now that we have duly expounded all these mat¬ 

ters, let us go on to speak of the World’s proportions, 

and the manner in which it moves; and also of what 

bodies they are which follow in the rising of the 

twelve signs, and of those which come to set with 

them. We are agreed, surely, that the World turns from 

the rising ward to the setting, because we observe 

the stars revolving from the sun’s rising place to its 

setting. Thus indeed do we know in the first place 

what things rise and set. Now if any of us stand facing 

the rising ward, the Bear will necessarily be to our 

left; and, this being the case, it must follow that all 

bodies rising on our right side appear to set leftward 

of us, as we have earlier said. As, therefore, we observe 

the stars rising and setting, so we must deem the 

^'orld wheels round with them. But some say, not¬ 

withstanding this, that it is possible for the World 

to stand still even as the stars rise and set: which can¬ 

not possibly be the case. For if the stars are borne 

Wanily along without the World itself revolving, 

those figures shaped by them in it cannot possibly 

t^cmain intact and steadfast. Indeed we see as much, in 
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chat chere are five stars in all the World which do 

der, w hose courses none can ascertain. Even A 

admits himself unable to make sense of their difl[*T 
orbits; how then, when no one can properlv nk ' 

.h«. «ve 

sands. - unless, of course, he allow that, the stars' 
following their courses withal, can hold fast ,h 

shapes. Disallowing which, however the k i*'*^ 
.he sphere is called down to coni J^n’ 

W hoever then will lay out the sphere can „ • 

order it such that, while the World stands fixed”!'** 
stars nonetheless revolve. For examnle u 

a certain star in the very tin of n °*’serve 

in o« „ cZ^ZJr^Z r’’ "• 
■i™ ^ bu, i,.„ ,1., „a„ wlX „ r ''»“• 

■bu. loo, lea,, i„ pi . beir »ay, so musr 

Therefore it mu« ke . J ^ ^ happen, 

just the stars, revolves. 

''orW^IXt wifh 'hat the 
.hemselves, let us tal ^ Stars of 

* or as the account k * .i«course. 
"eaiej ''»»« <» us, ,ha, oigh, 

‘‘•■low, blockZZTZ Z “"*■■■ 
ir comes ahm r k * Albeit some have 

^.^.■.'es there where w-' ^i! “s course 

'a.ns thereabout, by thdr^k*^^^''* 
•*‘de from us, and thus w k 

true, undoubtenf '^*>‘‘'h if it 
^P*ak of the sun’s ecf ^ should more properly 

Shall presently underi’*^^®" nightfall. But we 
‘*“n*» sund otherwise sphere itself that 

Ho 
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i happen 
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cdibtdje 
tilt stars of 

Jiscoufst 

the earth's 

•omehave 

‘ Its course 

tbcfflouo- 

light 
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properly 
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^ Horiwn, now, divides those things which are 
those we cannot see. and so apportions 

! „ ,hat six of the twelve signs are ever in view 
'’*l'’^rmLhere above the earth, while six signs lie 

“ "i -he^for. *. .un. born. .Ion* in rb. 

^ d« of one of the signs, is seen to nse from this 
lircle thereupon it first shines forth, revolv- 

Horizon > ^l^ng ^uh the 

"her signs But that this may be more readily under- 
rl «« assume the sun to be in Aries, whence we 

Wished the numbering of the twelve signs; then 
estabhs is day-the 

whenever t daylength when (the World 
sun meting ou while) it arrives at 

r:?,[rwbi a”;: bn.Lib.»nd. 

count again in An . • _up-e the signs Pisces, 

before him JT and Scorpio; three 
Aquarius, Capricorn, 3 g Cr^^mio Sagittarius, and 

of which having ^ ^Ln foHowing Aries 
Capricorn—three also wi . dancer. With that 

-namely. Taurus. Gem-h-^d Ca»«^^ 
must half the day be done, . further, when 

a,.,. w.i» *.0 .n, uo 

and Virgo, with the other p .he hem- 
Claws of Scorpio rise an Aries, 

isphere overhead: ,he daylight, 
newly risen again, b 8 ^^en we say 

But that we may ar Scorpio rise, 

that with Aries’s how things stand 
thus will we contrive 
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with the rest of the consrefJations of the sphere* 

Vhatercf sign the sun may be in when it rises th 

sign m hich stands seventh after it will be the first * 

p rite w ifh nightfall, completing the day’s course. For 

Q the World itself retolves once every day and nighr' 
and so it happens that these same twelve ^ ’ 

e . . . j . . .. *'^'^**»n5areto 
be teen once in every day and night. But lest we should 

measure out the sun’s course—of which we shall hav 

more to say later- more finely than the subject which 
we first undertook, let us return to that. 

Uf said, now, that night was the first state of th 

ttor/d, and that day followed from it; yet we dee 

N nothing to set night apart from day, beyond the eartV 

shadow. But since we have already established the 

rising of the constellations and the heavenly bodies 
we shall pass on to that. ^ 

l^d. its poMtha! whTch wrearherS 'theTpheret 

Be«rsortho“strd>rfigu”erw!dcM 
lie Circle ever .e, • if " " * Are¬ 

tha. w e may l"c?T*r 
proper ris **«'"«> '’“ve their 
^ ar^tfu ilr'"®!- Now how this can so be- 

I>raco-sb«d wh"h ‘»>e tip of 

just in time that it*'*'* • Arctic Circle, to 

'»ith its setting as we "*'!!* confounded 

^nofdteuppermostcirde'befrd 
•hose below it must rise and ^ 

<he surs set aid ^ '* '’®'>ooves us to 
yet and rise while the World revolves. 

libeP®'**' 

^loihe 

ska,me-*'" 

3*ilie Arctic 

jieonea'k'el 

ijsisooofilw 

^ihao that 

)0«etcr,ihey ’ 

B$ risen irom * 

ie reason that 

!be World foUu 

liodtose in tbi 

iadootonly d 

lod border th 
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be arrayed 
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In th>* ***^ heavens, now, wherein one circle 
thus aloft without ever setting, and the other 

lies al^*y* helow the earth and never rises, there is 
^fcij. w hatever in the sphere, from the Aequinoc* 

^»l Circle to the Boreal Pole, so called, the larger 
trt of whose circumference does not arch above the 

earth. Whereas every circle from the Aequinoctial 

Circle to the pole we call Notus sweeps its larger arc 

below, rather than above, the earth. And the closer 

one approaches to the pole Notus, the longer does 

that arc stretch below the earth; while the closer one 

approaches to the bounds of Boreus, the further do 

the circles appear to extend above the earth. For the 

more directly the Pole itself may stand overhead, the 

higher, too, will the circles appear to reach. Which 

being so, if two stars take their rising together, one 

from the Arctic and the other from the Antarctic Cir¬ 

cle, the one which rose from the Arctic will set later, 

by reason of the longer circumference it takes in the 

sphere than that which rose from the pole Notus. If, 

however, they set together, that constellation which 

has risen from the Antarctic w'ill be later to rise, for 

the reason that all the signs appointed in that part of 

the World follow greater arcs below the earth, than 

do those in the region surrounding the Boreal Pole. 

And not only do those constellations which surround 

and border the Arctic stand out among the heavenly 

bodies, in setting after and rising before those w'e 

have arrayed round the pole Notus i those bodies are 

even ill agreed among themselves, so that though a 

constellation be lower in the sky, yet if it rise as if it 

w'ere in the upper heavens, so too will it set later. 
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Likewise, on the contrary, if of those constellations 
which we have traced from the Aequinoctial Circle to 
the pole Notus, a part shall have risen at the same 

time, so shall they come to set more swiftly than those 
which approach nearest the pole. For as it happens 

not only do a part of those stars rise together which 
lie nearer about the Arctic Circle than those which 

set later, but also those neighboring the pole Notus 
w hich have risen earlier, will by the same token set* 
earlier than those which we have shown above to 

figure round the Boreal pole: inasmuch as they follow 
a greater circumference of the sphere than those 

w hich are arrayed between the Aequinoctial Circle 
and the bounds of the Arctic. 

Now', then, having shown in what regard the mo- 
tions of the sphere stand to the World, let us return to 
the twelve signs; and of those which are risen, let us 

bear in mind which rise or set from amongst what 
other heavenly bodies, taking Aries as our point of 

reference. 

ries takes its rising in the right side of Andro- 
as the Altar is seen to set. Among these same 

stars erseus, too, from his head as far as his navel, 
s, so t at it appears uncertain whether his belt, in 

f 1!!**”^* advances to shine from the tip of Aries or 
Taurus having risen, however, all that 

Alfa f now manifest; for now the 
and p ^^collected above) sets altogether, 

''“is*, -oo. .pp»r. 
body ’.s fH* (hrough the length of hi, 
mine fro I**'* discern the rrhale 
~t„g f,„„ he, t.il ttp. With this cnnstelistinn the 
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Oxherd, Bootes, first appears to set, although he does 
oot set quite till the four constellations do. Nor does 

hi for all that, entirely sink to earth; for his right 
band,caught up in the Arctic Circle, neither rises nor 

5«s As the Twins rise, all of the Whale now, and the 
Srst stretch of the river Eridanus, and Orion, too, first 

appear; while the Snakehandler Ophiucus, from the 

line of his knees, sets. Cancer in rising obscures the 
half part of the Crown, the tail of the Whale, and the 
more southerly Fish, as well as the head of him we 

call the Kneeler, and indeed the rest of him down to 
the navel: also Ophiucus from his knees to his shoul¬ 

ders, and all of the Serpent from the head and throat 
down, as he stretches from the Summer Tropic to¬ 

ward the Crown. Now the earth holds nearly all of 
the Oxherd hidden, but the body of Orion, down to 

his belt, and all of Eridanus, now appear. With Leo s 
rising the rest of the Crown sets, along with the head 

and throat of the Serpent, and Ophiucus, while oot 
ing more than the right knee and foot of him we ca 

the Kneeler is left in view, and the Oxher is a to 

gether hidden. . 
The head of Hydra, however, with aU of Leo. no 

rises, and Procyon. along with the forepaws of the 
Greater Dog, and the Eagle in full. But no few sta 

are they that veil the Maiden's ° " 

do the Lyre, the Arrow , and * ^ klailv from 
their setting, and the Swan too, aU ^ bodily, o 
head " tin; also the forecourscs of the «arr, r.ver 

and the Horse's of the 

Mixing-Urn. and all of the Dog. ^ Ae*o. 
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foo, fully from the hem of its sail. And now, with the 
(jUs* rising we see the Oxherd risen in full, and 

Hydra, too, who lay below the earth, to the furthest 

tip of her tail. And from his knee and his right calf 

also the Kneeler, as we call him, is risen: whom we 

may see set and rise again in the course of one night; 

the rest of his body, however, comes up with part of 

Scorpio and of Sagittarius. Then the tail of Centaur 

rises, along with the Claws, while the rest of Pega¬ 

sus’s body sets, and all of the Whale to his neck, so 

that only his head remains in view. And the head of 

Cepheus, bending toward the setting Whale, with 

hands and shoulders both reaches earthward. With 

Scorpio’s rising both courses of Eridanus also set, 

along with the rest of Andromeda’s body, and the 

head of the Whale. Cepheus, too, now sets, at least his 

head and shoulders, which stretch beyond the Arctic 

Circle; and Cassiopeia, cast on her back, also sinks 

into shadow. Yet even now the Crown rises, w'hich 

we may imagine cast before the Centaur’s hoofs, along 

with the rest of Hydra’s length, which we have de¬ 

scribed as her tail. And the Centaur mounts up bod¬ 

ily, whom we imagine shaped like a horse, with a 

man s head,and his quarry, too, whom we spoke of 

IS catching before; and at length its body, next which 

IS orefeet are planted. Ophiucus, moreover, rises up 
M far as his head, and the head of his Snake, which 

. 5^* * * Crown. his rising in full follows upon the 

Snake that he grasps. 
The head of him we call the Kneeler, together with 

Cenh ' thereupon the Lyre entirely, with 
eus s ea and shoulders come forth and shine. 



And now the Greater Dog sets, with Orion fully, 

d the Hare, and the upper body of Auriga, followed 

*b his legs and feet: and with them sets Pegasus, all 

of him save his right leg and foot. And of Argo only 

the stern remains, the rest sinking earthward. 
As Capricorn rises, these stars appear to press to- 

wards earth: the rest of the figure of the Ship, and the 

sign we call Procyon; and at the same time the rest of 

Perseus’s body; even as the Swan, with the Eagle, 
Arrow, and Altar, rise-which we have observed to 

lie nearest the pole Notus. Aquarius, the Water Car- 

rier, raising his body up midway, draws the hoofs of 

the Horse on with him, and the head and mane of 

Pegasus also. But opposite them Centaur, from his 

tail to the shoulders of his manlike body, sets, an 
with him Hydra’s head and throat. And as Pisces, t e 

Fishes, rise, so set the rest of Hydra’s body, an o 
Centaur’s: but Pisces, which we assigned to Notus, 

along with the righthand side of Andromeda s body, 

” Thus, then, against the rising of the twelve signs, 
iDujsi ’ jf heavenly bodies semng and 

do we observe the other neave y fur- 
rising. And as we promised, we now will speak fur 

ther of the sun’s course. 
Now It must «ther be lb b^^^ ^ 

hold to one place while the again in the 
1, hold „iU, i, would n«d. 

same place it rose the day e Further* 

lations rise and set m t * ^ur days and 
more, were this the case, ,hat as long 

nights all need ‘’e just so kmg will i*»« 
as this day should pr 
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day always be. And the night likewise, for like rea. 

son« should rcmflin the s^rnc. But since thst is not the 

then it must surely be otherwise, as we witness 

the days to be unecjual, and the sun to rise in one place 

today, which yesterday set in another. But if it sets 

and rises in different places, then it must needs move, 

and not stand. 
That the sun’s course, moreover, runs contrary to 

the motion of the World, we may understand thus: it 

so l>efalls that there are two causes for which we can¬ 

not see certain stars. The first is that once they have 

retired below the earth, they are escaped from our 

si^^ht, too, and instead are displayed in the lower 

hemisphere. The other cause, then, is that any con¬ 

stellations near the sun’s blaze are by the main strength 

of that light overwhelmed: either it blocks the stars, 

so that none of their lustre reaches our sight, or by 

the intensity of its light so dazzles our eyes that we 

can discern nothing whatever beyond its own fire: 

uhich would seem the more probable case. For we 

do not see the sun s fire to be such as we know other 

6res to be. rather its light drives back our own, while 

Itself, truly, seems to us to glow, not like fire, but pure 
white. 

^ it happens that in any one night eleven signs 

. I ^ Sun, resting within one 
t^kes its way, by its own light veils the 

rU appears to set and 
/. ^ Some say that on this plan our ob- 

sun «f r extend fully to twelve signs, if the 

thesicr .r tke lattermost part of 
or e twelve signs by this reckoning should 



so partitioned that each of them measures thirty 

^ in height and in breadth twelve parts. And so it 

k^ns that the year is told in the height of the signs, 

*^dthe day in their breadth. But some say, too, that 

in the first part of a sign we are no less able to make 

out the rest of its figure as well, so likewise should we 

do though the sun stood in the latter part of the sign; 

but this cannot happen so. For when the sun rises in 

whatever part of the sign you please, it shines with a 

brightness that veils all the stars. It can happen, for 

all that, that when the sun sets in the foremost part of 

a sign, the rest of its body may appear: but it is more 

surely and truly probable that eleven, rather than 

tvs’elve, signs can be observed. 
Next it is asked how it is that the sun, running a 

contrary course to that set by the World, appears 

withal to set and come round again with the World s 

own sphere. For were the sun not to take its course 

counter to the stars’ setting, then it would pass from 

Aries to Pisces, not to Taurus: since we observ e Pis¬ 

ces to rise and set earlier than Aries, and the Wor 

to revolve so that it does so. Thus the sun 
course through Aries in thirty days, veiling e 

shape meanwhile: during which time it 

rise from that place whence Aries rose e ore 

after thirty days we see it j^VnTthrs we 
whence we saw Taurus rise be ^ i« Which 

mark the sun's passage .he 
if it move so, then it must 

direction of the World. remarked it 

How then does it haPP ^ i.h the World? 
does) that the sun appears ^ 
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The reason is similar. It is as if, seated in the prow of 

• little boat, one wished to make one*s way to the 

stern; all the while the boat would pursue its way, and 

P one would seem to go against its course, yet arrive 

still at the same place with it. This is more readily 

^ understood if you will divide the boat into 360 parts, 

^ exactly as the sun passes across the World in 360 days. 

T The boat being divided as we have described, one 

I may, within any one part of those 360, go against its 

course, daylong as the boat sails; yet we acknowledge 
that one will arrive in the end at the same place. For 

^ he is not outside the boat who thus passes from stem 

N to stern of it, but is contained by it still. Likewise the 

sun, as it makes its way through the World at large, 
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being all the while contained within it, seems to go 
counter to the World yet comes with it to its setting, 

/^nd when the World has revolved 360 times, the sun 

has then completed its yearly course. 
We have now committed to words all that concerns 

us regarding the sun; let us then turn to the moon. 

(Albeit w^e have undertaken to make a full account of 

other matters, w e come to this subject by the nature 

of our book.) Let none think that we abandon our 

purpose untried, or lose heart in it because of the 

great effort it requires, or yet, overcome by our inex¬ 

perience, prove unworthy to follow it through. Ra¬ 

ther do we persevere as we began, explaining our 

reasons for setting things out as we think best, not 

out of fear of men’s bad opinion, but because we have 

w ished that they might seek out no other book, hav¬ 

ing read through our own: for we did not mean to 
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wbet tbei> desire for other accounts of things that we 
ourselves have so long meditated. Having at any rate 

pursued all our other subjects so diligently, surely it 
would seem strange were we not to seek out the 

) causes of things here, as well. 
) For w hich reason, just as we promised to do, let us 

• return to our subject, and devote as many words to 

the moon and the sun as seems proper, making our 

^ account thus; 

1 7*he moon must needs pass through various risings 
and settings, and not stand still: which one may more 
readily understand of it than of the sun. For neither 

is her shining so ardent that it troubles our eyes, nor 
^ like the sun is she borne for thirty days in one sign, 

making it difficult to gather w hat portion of her light, 
or that of the sign itself, appears to be left, when she 

passes into another sign. For since the moon travels 
through twelve signs in thirty days, we may conclude 

that she is two days and six hours in each. And since 
she receives that light from the sun by which we be¬ 

hold her to shine, it is most unlikely for many reasons 
that she should stand still rather than move. 

Nou if she shone with her own light, then it would 

follow that she ought always to shine evenly; not on 

t et **’*^nth day, w hen she has run its full course, to 
ppear so very thin,or indeed not to be visible at all; 

anorh ^ ^ suppose she has passed on to 

her ^ token, if she shone with 

but lei fh ^ ®tight never to pass into eclipse: 

1 ^ Tof ‘he 
from Sr declared to give 

Side, the moon cannot still more 
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dilv be eclipsed, shining as she does by another 
X than her own. This we adjudge the most cred- 

I planation. For when most of all the stars and 
**^j^orld we observe the moon near to earth, 

dvaocing most clearly in view; and at that season she 
* '* es all at once to the same part of the sign in which 
^?"sun is borne, there does she veil the sun’s light 
from our eyes. And this befalls mostly in the latter¬ 
most days of the moon’s passage through the twelve 

signs, when the sun appears to pass into another sign 
and the moon passes nearest it. Which we may under¬ 

stand to come about thus: it is as if someone were to 
raise his hand flat up against his eyes; the closer he 

does so, the less will he be able to see; and the further 
back he withdraws his hand, so much more will all 

before him be visible. For the same reason the moon, 
when she approaches the sun’s position, appears then 

so near before it as to stop up its beams, so that it can 
cast no light. But when the moon has withdwwn 

from that position, then does the sun pour his light 

forth, and directs it hither. 
The lunar eclipse, on the other hand, comes about 

in this wise: when the moon stands nearly on t 
of the sphere, while the sun withdraws below the 

earth just so far that were one to trace a 
through the midst of the earth, one 

sun there beneath (the moon, meanw i ^ 
overhead): things being so brought to pass « N 

bulk of ih. ..nb,«. *>' 

shines cannot jf the moon shone 
lunar eclipse is wrought. » 
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by her own light, how could the sun ever show its 

cffca?—despite all, the moon would shine. But rather 

she receives her light and shines when the sun comes 

up over the earth - not so as to fill any tract of the sky, 

much less all of space, w ith her light. Were any of us * 

to stand w here the sun shines brightest, some part of 

the light he received would he send forth again. And 

thus w-e find of the moon; she shimmers with the very 
light by w hich the sun lights her. 

Some suppose, w hen, as we say, the sun is in Aries, 

or w hatever sign you please, that it makes its way 

quite above those stars w'hich make up Aries. But they 

w ho reason thus w ander far from reason itself. Now 

it is true that neither the sun nor the moon would 

seem to neighbor the stars; and because of this some 

have fixed the number of wandering stars at seven, 

counting the sun and moon among them because they 

are borne along with the five stars. Now the moon 

lies next the earth, whence she is observed to pass 

across the whole World in thirty days; and this conies 

about in this manner: if one were to fix circles with 

the circle of the zodiac, having the earth always as 

vaTsTT"'’‘he measure of their inter- 

called t h " ‘*"S‘h-’ ‘hey 

« bat its * T ® certainty 

m^n b' ^ ‘hen. ‘he 
thirty da« sZ ‘he circles, in 

her circle *“.**" beginning sign. From 

off, in whicMhe sr/t^M‘^"®'h“'f-‘onum 
e star of Mercury travels; and so it 
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asses later than in thirty days to the succeeding 

• n* and from that circle lies another at a half*tonum's 

distance, in which the star of Venus takes its way, and 

completes its course still later than the star of Mer¬ 

cury (for it passes to another sign in thirty days). 

Above this star runs the course of the sun, lying one- 

half-tonum beyond the evening star, Hesperus — 

which is Venus; and it, too, hastens along like those 

stars below it, and courses through the twelve signs 

in one year, passing to a new sign every thirty days. 

Above the sun and its circle, to continue, is the star of 

Mars, one-half-tonum beyond the sun; and it is re¬ 

marked to pass in sixty days to another sign. Above 

Mars’s circle one-half-tonum is the star of Jove. It, in 

nirn, takes one year in passing onto another sign.The 

outermost star is Saturn’s, which travels the greatest 

circle, lying a full tonum beyond Jove’s; consequently 

it runs the course of the twelve signs, from whose 

figures it lies one and a half-tona distant, in thirty 

years. 
By this reckoning, then, you may conclude that 

neither sun nor moon adjoins the stars, albeit they 

circle through the Zodiac;and hence we may un e 

stand that the moon is smaller than the sun. * 

things that lie nearest us must needs seem 

those which we see across a wide interva . e * 

therefore, we behold nearest us, yet it 

in view than .he sun; which can only 

sun lies a. some distance beyond .he 
larger .o us wi.hal, .hen were i. .o approach near us 

i. would seem much ^ proposed. 

Further, it must needs be, 
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cifhcr that none of the stars wanders, or that both sun 

and moon wander equally with the other stars. For if 

anyone can set me forth the courses of the five stars, 

and assert as much as that each of them passes into a 

new sign today— just as we witness the sun and moon 

to do — and no less than they do, follows its course 

round, then indeed it does not wander. If however it 

be doubtful w hether today it pass to another sign and 

be borne forw ard in the same manner as the moon, 

from sign to sign, or rather take its course after the 

manner of stars w hich are uncertain, then surely it 

w anders. But really they do not wander, especially 

since in their proper season they return along their 

courses. It follows indeed that no star can be said to 

w ander w hich returns to its proper sign at a certain 

season; unless perchance we would accept in excusal 

that there are two great heavenly bodies more easily 



observed than individual stars, which on observation 

.npear to follow no certain course. 

'^*^me now have said these five stars are those of 

Venus, Mercury, Jove, the Sun, and Mars; of which 

Venus, being the most lustrous white in color, is given 

the name Hesperus, the evening star. Her star lies no 

further from the sun than two signs, and, as we have 

earlier said, is fixed below its circle. It shows most 

prominently by nigbt, but in a whole month cannot 

be seen more than nineteen times. Following a course 

on the whole uncertain, Hesperus does not pass back 

to any sign in its path at a regular interval. 
The second star is Mercury’s, also named Stilbon, 

theGlistener: its light being always piercing, though 

itself not great in aspect. But it lies no further than 

one sign from the sun, and follows ever the same 
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course: now making iis first appearance in the night, 

and now again starting forth long about sunrise; and 

sometimes it keeps with the sun for four signs con- 

tinuously: and when it goes down with the sun, the 

space between them is no more than the third part of 

a sign. 
The star of Jove, whose name is Phaenon, the Shin- 

ing One, bulks large in body, rather like that of a lyre. 

Him we deem to traverse the twelve signs in as many 

years. And in each year he is thought to be visible no¬ 

where at all, never for less than thirty days, nor more 

than forty. But it is w hen he sets with the Sun that he 

is longest hidden; whereas in rising he appears be¬ 

fore the sun. 

The star of the sun, whose name is Phaethon, the 

Radiant One, is also great in girth, and withal the 

color of fire, like that star we see in the right shoulder 
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^rion* see his stsr home through the t\v'clvc 
signs continuously in its trsckj sometimes it dppe^rs 
u ith stars of its own circle, and again w ith others in 

neighboring parts of another circle. Some have called 
this same star Saturn’s, and have said that it returns to 

the same sign every thirty years, and every year is no¬ 
where to be seen no less than thirty days, nor more 

than forty. 

There is left us only to speak of the star of Mars, 
which is called by the name Pyrois, the Fiery One: for 
though it is of no great size, it bears the look of a 

flame. Sometimes it courses among the stars sur¬ 
rounding the sun itself, in its flight through all the 

signs, leaving behind its starting sign no longer than 

two years. 
Of what touches the five stars, w'e judge with this to 
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have said enough; now then let us show for what rea 

sons the months are intercalated, all our time being 
meted out by day and night, month and year AnH 

among them have they defined the day for us to Iasi as 
long as the sun’s passage from rising to settine- wh i 

the sun. from its setting, circles back afresh to its ris^ 

vlrf,;?Ir; “oon takes in tra'- 

Summe^r Tropic. ® ^Sain from the 
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